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ADDRESS BY DR. RORY O'HANLON T . D., MIN I STER FOR HEALTH 

AT THE CONFERENCE OF THE IRISH MATRONS ASSOCIATION AT THE 

GRESHAM HOTEL ON 18 MAY 1988 

INTRODUCTION I am very pleased to have been invit e d to pe rform 

the o pe ni ng o f th is impo~tant Confere nce . The 

leaders hip role o f matrons in ou r hea lth services 

is universally acknowledged by those with any 

acqua in tanc e of the way our health se~vices 

operate. I am pl e ased to see that this leadershi p 

role is being exe rc i sed by the I r ish Mat r on s ' 

Associat ion on a b~oader plane through the 

organisat ion of this Conference which see ks to 

a d d ress some of the mos t d if fi cult and challenging 

is s ues which face all of us conce~ned with the 

futur e of t he hea lth s erv i ces . 
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In devising a programme of such time ly scope and in 

assembling such a dist inguished pane l of speakers 

the Association has done a service not only to it s 

members bu t to all of those who see the achievement 

of the best pos s ible level of care for ou r people 

as requiring a calm, dispassionate assessment of 

ou r objectives and of the options ava ilab le for 

their attainment. 

The focal point of the seminar which begins today 

is that o f c hoi ce in health care. The probl em of 

c hoice is an intrins ic part of the human condition, 

bu t one which presents i~se lf more starkly and 

insistently when pressure on resources prevents an 

uncritical , incrementa l ges tu re towards all sorts 

of objectives at the same time. The choices facing 

us in health care , not only in this country but 

internatio~ally, have many dime nsions. 

There is the q uestion of how much of our national 

resou rces shoul d be devoted t o the provision of 

health care; there i s the question of how much of 

that re sou rce should derive from public f und s and 

how much f r om individual responsibility; there is 

the question of the targ et group s to be identified 

for the provision of services and the p r oblem of 

t he nature a nd quantum of s ervices to b e provided 

f or such groups, and then there is the question of 

how resources should be distributed as betwe en 

different geographical areas and institutions . 

Daunt i pg as these problems are, they do not exhaust 

the list of choices which have to be made. There 

are the choices made by health professionals in 

their treatment of individual patients and in the 

decisions they make abou t allocating resources 

under their control , includ ing the resource of 

their own time and skill. 
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Inde ed, it has been of ten s aid of health care 

po li cy that it resides more in the many deci s ions 

taken daily by indivi dual health care provide rs 

r a ther than in t he dec is ions taken by central 

administratio~. Furthermore, t here is the que stio n 

of the choices to be exerc ised by the patients, 

both as t o the steps they t ake to promote the ir own 

heal th, th e services wh ich they seek when ill and 

the problem of pursuing autonomy and integrity in a 

h e alth care system which, ne cessar ily, recognises 

the experi e nce of p rov iders rather than c onsumers . 

You come to add ress t hese and othe r issues during 

thi s Confe r e nce a t a t ime o f cha~ge in the I r ish 

he alth services . I recognise that the past year or 

so h as been di fficult f or a ll of us eng a ged in the 

delivery o f health care . 

Established pract i ces h ave unde rgone rapid cha nge, 

a change whi ch has, I know, been d if fic ul t in many 

c ases. Howe ver, the difficulties arose, not from 

any ideological pu rsuit of arb i trary goals, but 

from the ine scapable economic reality in which this 

c ountry f inds itse lf. It is no e xaggera tion to say 

t hat t he economic problems whi c h face d the 

Government o n coming to office threatene d t he 

s tabi li ty a nd even the sovereignty of this State. 

Action had t o be take n to r esto re balance to t he 

p ubli c fin a nces and t o create t he possibility of 

e conomic recovery. Given the ra t e of g rowth i n 

health e xpenditure which t his c ountry e xperienced 

over the l as t d e cade and more, i t was ine vita ble 

t hat health expendi ture would be affect ed by t he 
-

need to r estore balance. It would be a n unreal 

and, i ndeed, u nhealthy pos ition we re the health 

s ervices to seek to operate without regard to the 

overall circumstances of t he community which they 

serve . 
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Afterall, i t is a fu nda mental element o f the Health 

for All st r ategy o f th e World Hea lth Organisation 

that health se~vice s should be both necessa~y and 

s ustai nable. The level of r esources prov ided from 

the Exchequer a re s ufficient to provide a 

comprehensive a nd effi cien t health ca re sy s tem in 

which inabi li ty to pay does not cons titute a 

barrier to necessar y health care. It ma y be that 

further change s in t he way i n whfch services are 

managed and de livered will be neces s ary if the full 

potential of the resources made available to the 

health services are to be realised . It is my 

intentio~ to ensure that su c h necessary change is 

pursued and imp lemen ted speedily. 

It is, of c ourse , poss ible that short-term me asur es 

implemented in good fa ith in an area li ke health 

policy could produce a long- term res ult which was 

not intende d o r de s ired. For that r eason, the 

Government decided last yea~ to esta blis h a 

Commission on Heal th Fundi ng, cha ire d by Dr. Miriam 

Hederman- O'Brien . Its terms of ~eference r equire 

it to undertake a fa r- reach i ng ~eview of the way in 

which our objectives fo r health policy can be 

fu~thered through t he way in wh i ch the se rvices a re 

organised a nd finan ced. I am confident t hat the 

Commission's report, when it i s submitte d later 

this year, will p rovide a very useful bas is for the 

future pl a nning of our health servi c es. In the 

meantime, my De partment ha s been add r e ssi ng the 

quest i on of the way in which re s ources are 

allocated to different type s o f health care. 

In particular, we have been focusing upon the sor t 

o f inf ormation wh ich is requ ired if mor e rat i onal 

d ec is i on making at both central and local level is 

to be encourag ed. It is clearly of great 

impor tance tha t the aggregate decision s made 

c e ntrally a bout the level of resources al located to 

diffe r ent r egions a nd s ervices s hould be consistent 

and it should take f ul l acc ount of th e 

effectiveness of the a ct iv i tie s whi c h they support. 
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I re cogn i se ful ly, howe ver, that the pursu it of 

this type of analys is cannot be done solely in my 

Department or in any centralised agency. At the 

end o f the day, it is the decisio~s made by health 

care pro f ess ional s which largely determine the way 

i n wh ich resources are spent. Equa lly, it is 

professional judgement and skill which is r equ ired 

in the first instance to enable systematic 

e valuation o f the effe cts of hearth services to be 

ma de . The responsibility which re s ts on 

i ndividuals to e nsure that resources are used to 

the max imum benef it of patients is noth i ng new fo~ 

members o f the Ir ish Matron's Associatio n. The 

manag ement and leadership role of the Ma tron is of 

crucial importance in determining t he overall 

standards in our hospi tals. 

I there fore wel come every initiative, such as thi s 

Confe re nce, which stimulates health professionals 

t o r eflect upon the implications of the 

r esponsibilities wh ich they undert ake d ai ly . The 

f ostering of a crit ica l , eva luative approach is a 

c ritically important element in the prof essional 

development of a ll health care providers. The 

pursuit of greater cos t effectiveness requires 

collabo ration between di scip lines, both c linical 

a nd no n-clin ical. The collaboration o f e conomists 

and other social scientists with the providers of 

health care is therefore to be welcomed and 

e ncou raged, not for t he sake of fin a nci a l savings 

but in the i~terests of pa tient ca re . 

There are those who would say that health care is 

too important and too sensitive to be spoken of in 

the context of economics and ef ficiency. I would 

argue that the pursuit of efficiency and 

effectiveness i~ hea l th ca re is too i mportant to be 

negle c ted by anyone concerned with the wellbeing of 

patients. 
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Economis t s have given a ll o f us conce rned with 

pa t ient c are an irres istible motive fo r becoming 

interes ted i n the outcome of our act ivities . They 

tell us o f the concept of opportunity cos t in 

health care and define t he true cost of a ny health 

ca re ac tivity or procedure in terms of al l o f the 

need s of patients whi ch canno t be met bec ause of 

the res ources consumed in that a ctivity. It 

follows that ineffi ciency or i ne f-fectiveness is 

more t han s imply a technical meas urement; in a real 

way it is a den ial of worthwhi l e ca re and atte nti on 

t o patients who badly need it. 

It wou l d, of course, be wrong to ass ume that t he 

pursuit o f ec onomy and e ff iciency r equ ires that we 

a dopt a n impe rsonal o r uncaring approach. 

Effective health care is fundamentally a matter of 

r espond ing t o peoples need s within a framework of 

worthwhile s ervices. The needs and aspirations of 

pat ients and staf f must be taken f ully i nto account 

and the ir i nteres t and s upport mobi lised if our 

obj ective s a re to be realised. 

Increas ingly, the health care professions ha ve 

recognised t hat t here is an imperat ive on a ll of u s 

t o be satisf ied t hat res ou rces are no t being wasted 

t h rough ineffici ency or ineffective ness a nd that 

pati e nts are not deni e d wor t hwhile care as a 

r esult. There is an onus on Government to d evelop 

a fr amework within which the pursuit of the best 

possible level of care fr om avail a ble resources is 

e ncouraged. Howe ver, t he responsibility rests 

e qually wi t h the health care profess ions and t hose 

i nd ividual s exercising those prof e ssions to satisfy 

t hemselves a bou t t he u s e to which resources are 

pu t . For that reason, I particularly welcome the 

emphasis within the p rogramme of your Conference on 

the moral dimension of the use o f resou rces in 

health ca re . 
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You are fo rtuna te in hav ing such a di s tinguished 

group of speakers to add~ess you on this topic. 

The Irish speakers and paneli s ts r epresent a very 

broad spectrum of inte r est and experi ence in the 

Irish health care syste~ and I have no doubt that 

the discussion which they stimu la te will be 

f asci na ti ng and reward ing. I welcome also the 

contribution of the vi sitors to your Confe~ence. 

Professor Alan Maynard is no st ranger to this 

country and is a mos t distinguished exponent of the 

contribution of economic analysis and appraisal to 

the pursuit of health c are objectives. His 

academic distinction is matched by ve ry substantial 

experience of the p~actical tasks of health se rvice 

manag eme nt in Britain. Similarly, Mike Reddin is 

no strange r to Ireland and Ir ish social policy. 

His work for the National Economic and Social 

Council was rightly influential and his 

contributions are always st imulating and well 

considered. Rabbi Julia Neuberger will be known to 

many in th is country from her a ppearance s on 

television and radio. Her thoughtful and 

compassionate approach to c ontemporary problems 

makes her a most appropriate pe rson to di scuss the 

ethical dilemmas which face us in health care. The 

Association is fortunate in being able to combine 

the distinguished Irish and British contributors to 

what will, I have no doubt, be a most rewarding 

experience. I have grea t pleasure in formally 

opening th is the 17th Bienn ial Confere nce of the 

Iri s h Matrons Association. 
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It is my pleasure, as president of the Iri sh Matrons' Association, to join with 

Peta Taaffe in welcoming you to our 17th Biennial Conference. It is a particular 

pleasure to welcome other health service colleagues to this o~r first open confer-ence. 

Our Conference theme we believe to be very appropriate for the 1980s, a time of 

great difficulty and turmoil for the Irish Health Services, when money, the 

consideration-of which had for years been beneath the dignity of many health 

D~·ofessionals began to rear it's ugly head. Morals of course had always been with 

us, with some occupational groups believing they held the monopoly. Having selected 

a theme and gathered together 15 superb speakers and panellists, the association 

was unani~Jus in it's decision to hold an open conference~ so that coll~agues of 

all ,disciplines could participate in these important debates. 

For m~ny decades now the Irish Health Service, particularly the hospital sector 

seemed to enjoy complete security. It happiiy rambled along. often with poorly 

designed organisatio~al goals and witn neitner tne knowledge of nor any particular 

interest in methods of measuring efficiency or effectiveness. The successful hospital 

of just a few years ago, was that one which kept most people in bed for the longest 

time. Monetary rewards were almost in inverse relationship-to organisational 

effectiveness. 

Change is something which many fear and few welc~ae. Health and illness are ~~tive 

topicss so any attempt to adjust even marginally the manner in which health care is 

delivered is fraught with difficulty. ihe health service is bedeviled by the 

powerful and determined resistance to change that is displayed by all occupational 

groups working within it. Resistance to change is very evident within the hospital 

service but it can also be found in the cowmunity service even within the ranks of 

those fearless warriors, the policy makers! In fact, it is only the patients or 

potential patients, who seem neither to push for change nor resist it when it is 

imposed.. This major fdrce · in our Health Service currently lies dormant, but will 

one day, perhaps sooner than we think, mobilise and begin to challenge some of our 

dearly protected rituals and traditions. 
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For example! in Sweden the "health system" is new being challenged by well educated 

and informed women~ who object to being obliged to see their general practitioner 

in order to be referred to a gynaecologist. They make the very valid point that 

ir. situations where they know they need a specialistt it is both time consta"ffiing and 

costly to be denied the option of self-referral. 

The health for ~all movement, as envi saged by WHO in 11 Targets For Haalth For ·AlP' 

is described as being for the people, with the people and by the people. Health 

professionals are responsible for mobili sing support~?nd initiating change for the 

"health for all movement11
, by broadening our traditional concepts of health. One 

can only speculate about how we in Ireland might respond \'ihen our increasingly 

equcated and aware public begins to recognise their right to be involved in health 

policy issues and to make demands. 

Many years ago, on a mountain top in a land far away, there lived a very wise man. 

{Wise meQ always seem to live in very remote and inaccessible areas!} This mar. was 

so wise that people came from far and near to listen to his wise words. Every evening 

at sunset, the guru led his followers in prayer and meditation. Nowt the guru had 

a cat of wh~~ he was very fond. This cat had a very unfortunate habit. At sunset 

when the guru and his followers were meditating, the cat walked between them, brushing 

against them, disturbing their concentration and interfering with their meditation. 

Because the guru did not want to part with his cat, he decided to tie it up in a 

corner during evening meditation. This solved the problem. 

Now in due course, the guru died and was replaced by another guru. This guru also 

tied the cat during evening meditation. In time, the cat died and he was replaced 

by another cat. This cat too was tied up during evening meditaiton. Centuries 

passed and new gurus and new cats replaced the originals. And many treatises have 

been writte~ by the guru's followers about the absolute necessity to have a11tied 

catnpresent during evening w.editation. 

- 2 -
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I would like to devote my presidential address to identifying two of nursing's 

"tied catsH and to plead for their release. 

My first 11tied cat11 is the apprenticeship system of nurse training currently in 

use in this country. In my view, it is one of the health servi·ce•s "tied cats~· 

which~ first needs to be recognised and then perhaps released. In the Spring of 

1985, a deputation of the Irish Matrons 1 Association met the Minister for Health 

to request a review and overhaul of our systt?~ll of nur:5e training. It must be 

accepted that as the senior hospital nurses, matrons are in the ideal position to 

have collectively come to this conclusion. Much of the opposition to the central 

appl,ications bureau last year came about because student nurses still occupy the 

invideous position of part time student and nearly full time employee. This makes 

student nurses very vulnerable. An example of their vulnerability was the directive 

issued to hospitlas la~t year~ instructing that student nurses be paid a flat rate 

of f50.0u for a forty hour week including unsocial hours. This was undoubtly a 

clever financial manag&.~nt strategy. It was also blatantly opportunistic and I 

believe of dubious moral value. The £50.00 was subsequently increased to the princel 

sum of £58.00 per week for first year students, which is not · a great deai more than 

that given in grant form to full time students. Is it cny wonder that people are 

beginning to ask !'who wi! 1 guard the guardians"? There is no comparison betw~en a 

full time student and a student nurse. Student nurses in this country are the 

backbone of the hospital service. 

An apprenticeship system of training implies that the student learns by working 

alongside the master. Research in nursing here and abroad has shown that in 

practice this does not happen; students generally learn from other students. This 

is not new in nursing~ It ·has gone on for decades. What has radically altered in 

recent years is the environment in which this training takes place. Today's !crge 

modern teaching hospital has a far greater number of seriously ill patients. rapid 

turr.~ver and increasing numbers of complex and highly technical investigations and 

treatments, all of which generate agonising human and moral dilemmas. Few would 
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argue that it is to the seriously ill pat ient's advantage to be cared for by an 

eighteen year old, whose preparation for this awesome responsibility consists of 

eight to ten weeks of classroom teaching. leaving aside all the absolutely crucial 

considerations about the safety and welfare of patients, which should be paraw.~unt, 

surely, it cannot be morally justified to expose any eighteen year old, unpr~pared 

technically or emotionally to experience situations of anxiety 7 ·fear and at times 

frank terror. 

The find-ings of Dr. Pearl Treacy!s research on the apprenticeship syst em of nurse 

training in Ireland make: interesting reading. This research was carried out 

prior to the recent hea!th cuts9 One student describing being on night duty said 
11 First night ••• on a specialised ward ••• and I hadn 1t 

a clue about anything~-~and there was another girl 

on the ward who was a relief nurse, she had never 

~orked on the ward. it was like the blind leading 

the blind ••• 11 

(Treacy 1987) 

And another nurse described how she learned 

" ••• that's the way I learned arwway, trial and error, 

although sometimes probably it isn't the way to do it . . . :f 

(Treacy 1987) 

A ward sister told there~~ what happened when she !coked for help on her ward 

to care for a patient who had had a hemiglossectomy (removal of half the tongue). 

The young nurse sent to help was appalled and frightened when asked to take charge 

of this patient 1 s oral hygiene without any supervision. She becar;~ weak and had to 

be taken from the ward. The following day, the ward sister learned that the young 

nurse had been admitted to the hospital as a patient. The ward sister explained 

her feelings to the researcher 

"I quite appreciate that student's dilemma. 1 would 

have been exactly the same had I been that student myself. 

I would have been t errified out of my mind ••• I can 

remember being absolutely petrified as a student. •• 11 

- 4 -
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It would seem from these reports that we are perpetuating a system, whereby the 

most acutely ill patients in the country are being looked after by the most 

inexperienced care givers, using a system of trial and error, fear and ·terror. 

For years, we in Ireland have wallowed in a sea of complacency and self praise 

about the wonperful Irish nurses we produce. I utterly refute the suggestion, 

that it is the Irish system of training, which alone is responsible for the 

remarkably high calibre nurses for which we are rightly famous. I believet that . . 
it is .. our culture, our Chri stian ethos and the Irish personality with it's warm 

and compass ionate nature, it's interest in and it's curio·sity about people which 

is responsible. These national characteristics also make good teachers, poets~ 

playwrights, radio and television interviewers and chat show hosts! 

Most of us are the products of the hospital based apprenticeship syste~ of nurse 

training which undoubtedly has served former generations well. However, I consider 

it is not capable of producing nurses of the calibre required for the future. 

Tomorrow's nurse will work with people as well as for the people, in a wide - -. 
variety of settings. She needs to be ~oncerned «~re with increasing nursing 

knowledge than with prolonging myths. yie can all blossom with love and kindness 

when caring for the compliant dependent patient. Tomorrow's nurse will interact 

with many more patient's who are independent divergent thinkersc Is our present 

system of nurse training likely to prepare her for his? 

Tow.~rrow's nurse faces considerable challenge in her role as a moral agent. 

Dr. Kath Melia, a nurse ethis ist believes that 

"Nurses by virt ue of the intimate nature of their 

work, and the social context in which it takes 

place are in an et hical hot seat." 

In the past, some nurses attempting to resolve their ethical dilemmas were forced 

to become 

"Mavericks, martyrs or moles. 11 

- 5 -
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As a result of the biomedi~al technology explosion, not just the health service 

but society will have new and more frequently occuring moral issues to be resolved. 

Two such issues received widespread media coverage in recent weeks. 

{1) The first was the departure of a senior consultant from Papworth Hospital 

because of his moral concerns about the protocol for heart transplants. 

{2) More recently, the first transplants of human brain cells were carried out • 

Those who champion the new procedure argue that since the baby is dead anyway. is 

it not "good" to use this redundant tissue for the benefit of another person? 

Others ask why, if the baby is dead his brain cells can:$till be living, since the 

procedure can only be therapeutic with living brain cells? 

It is in this morally hazardous environment that t~~orrow's nurse will work. Can 

our present apprenticeship system of nurse train ing prepare her adequately ? 

T\'tO ethical issues which rarely emerge into the public arena and receive only 

minimal discussion within the health professions are 

(1} The care of the elderly 

{2) The care of the handicapped newborn 

The Elderly 

I experience grave disqui·-e!:: t-lhen I hear the increasing nuntber of old people in 

society ar.d in particul ar the number occupying precious space within the health 

care system being referred to as "a probi~11" . Ruth Schrock considers that the 

elderly are being marginalised into a homogenised undifferentiated group standing 

11 _ apart from soc iety. The mentaliy ill and the mentally handicapped have tended to 

suffer the same fate . There is no doubt that we face eno~Jus economic and ethical 

challenges in providing geriatric care services for a growing population of 

elderly people. But, the imagined burden of an aging population-may be made more 

weighty by a continued reluctance on the part vf some health professionals to accept 

the inevitability of death. lt is no exageration to say that it can be difficult 

to die in a modern hospital. In "Negatr.ends", John Na isbitt refers to the 

introduction of high technoiogy life sustaining equipment into hospitals , which he 

claims has led to an interest in the ~uality of death. He .describes the hospice 

movement as a kind of human "Ballast" against this dehumanising technology. 

- 6 -
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When one has the skill and technology, it is very tempting to play God and restart 

the tired heart. when c;:e can concoct a "pot pourri 11 of costly new drugs ' to 

fight the terminal broncho puewaonia, it is equally tempting to do so. What 

appears to be absent on these occasions is an appreciation or understanding of 

the normal human condition, which Iilich refers to as birth, gro*~h, work, healing 

and dying~ Only a few generati ons ago, broncho pueumonia was known as the old 

man's friend. Recent developffi~nts in science and technology have not always 

been beneficial to the quality of life or the quality of death of the elderly. I 

b~lieve that the nurse has an important role to play in ensuring t hat our belief 

11 in the sanctity of l ife does ~ot result in the orolcngation of death. Can an 

apprent iceship system of train ing with it's emphasis on practice rather than 

I 

I 

philosophy prepare her for thi s role? 

The HandicapRed Newborn 

As the other end of life we find another very vulnerable groupt the handicapped 

newborn . Using the uiil itarian ethics some people are beginning to question why 

society should hav~ to pay for the longterm care of the permanently.ilL; ·I.am·very 

concerned about the blurring of the line between those who are permanently ill 

and those who are terminally ill. Once we allow that line to be moved and place 

the permanently ill in the same catagory as the terminally ill we are on morally 

treacherous territory. 

There are many ~T!inent people who argue against the handicapped newborn having 

either the right t o li fe or the right to basic care~ among them the Nobel 

laureates James Watson and Franci s Crick. 

nlf a child were not decl ared alive until three days 

after birth then all parents could be allowed the 

choice only a few ate given under the present systemu 

(James Watson} 

~No newborn infant should be declared hl~an until it 

has passed certain tests ••• if it fail s these t ests it 

forfeits the right to live. 

- 7 - {Francis Crick) 
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While scjentists and ethisists , safe behind the university walls or the conference 

room door debate whether the handicapped newborn should live or die, we sometimes 

forget tnat it is the young nurse who holds that baby in her arms. Surely it is 

unjust to expect 11 trial and error11 and a compassionate heart to bring her safely 

through such a highly charged moral and emotional minefield. 

Ireland remains one of the few countries in the developed world, which has not 

experimented with other models of basic nurse traini,ng. Our present training does 

not prepare people to be inno~at ive. Rather, it prepares them to work within the 

rigid structure cf the high teen hospital. We realise today that hospitals are 

not synonymous with health care. Surely then ~ hospital traini ng cannot be 

synonymous with nurse training. All of us are fearful of change, but I believe 

that we should now begin to pilot s~~e experimental nurse education courses. Further, 

I believe that we owe it to our young nurses of the future, to devise a professional 

preparation which does not involve students being service employees for at least 

one year. Subsequent ly their clinical t raining should COM~ence under adequate 

supervision .. 

Ireland is fort unate in hav ing so many inte lligent ~nd compassionate young people 

wr~ value the ideals of service entering nursing. We .owe i t to them to enable them 

to realise thei r full potential. Perhaps ~ an a.:;propiate mode! of nurse education 

in the future might be that of the 12th century Saint Anslem.. !llf you planted a 

tree ir. your garden and bound it on all sides so that it couid not spread out it' s 

branches, what kind of tree would it prove when in after years you gave it room to 

spread? wou1d it not be use!ess, with it 1 s boughs all twi sted and tangled?" . 

We should also remember Florence Nighti ngale ~ s dictt1m! that "no system can endure 

that does not march". There are route maps al ready in existence that would suit 

the march of Irish nursing. r would appeai to an Bord Altrar.ais to guide us on 

our way. 
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The second tied cat that I wish to be released is our present hierachical hospital 

nursing structure, which has remained fundamentally unaltered ·tn this country for 

aimost a century. We have reached the stage now when we need a clinical career 

ladder as weli as an administrative one. I would plead in particular for a new 

and greatly expanded ro.le for our ward sisters. CurrentlyJ they are responsible 

for everything~ but have control over almost nothing. 

Today's acute hospital bears little resemblance to that for which our hospital 

nursing· structure was designed. The most cruciai changes include 

Size - we no longer have small acute hospitals in this country. It is self evident 

that the amalgamation of our small hospitals into the large complex organisations 

they are today will require change in such areas as reward systems~ c~~unication 

syste~s and management training. To function weil, they may also need scme degree 

of decentralisation. For example, Guy 1 s Hospital in London 1s one of the very few 

teaching hospitals in that region~ which is man~ging to live within it!s budget. 

It has achieved thi s by creating within the hospital thirteen smaller hospitals or 

units for the different specialities. 

Technologx - not just ~edical and biomedical is he~to stay. We are now going 

through a painful and difficult labour, prior to the birth of the hospital computer. 

In general, nurses have been among those who have resisted rather than assisted 

at this birth. 

Peof:l! - We are fortunate in this country with the wealth of 11natural raw materiaLn 

avai lable to the hospital service in general, and tc nursing iroparticular. To date~ 

this country seems to be able to attract into nursing young people with the abil ity 

to care at the level o~ the head as well as the level of the heart. But the situation 

is far from static~ Are we likeh to b~ eble in the future to attract into nursing~ " . 

people of managerial calibre and even more importantly having attracted them in are 

we likely to be able to induce them to stay? 
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At a time when nursing budgets are still a gleam in the collective eye of the Irish 

Matrons 1 Association, is it reasonable to be discussing individual ward budgets 

being held by ward sisters? Since approximately half the expenditure of the average 

consultant is spent by the ward sister, I am committed to the notion of ward sisters 

having a budget. But. might this not be perceived by them as a new and very burdensome 

task? What abaut some consideration being given to the structures and supports they 

requi re, to fulfil! not just this new and vital responsibility, but also their 

existing and greatly expanding clinical role? 

We ar.e fortunate that three years ago, the Department of Health comrnissioned a study 

n to identify the causes of stress in Iri sh nursing. We wait with interest U1e 

publication of the findings of that studyt which will we hope provide~ with .the 

necessary information about the support that nurses need to enable them to handle 

work related stressful situations. 

The recent . review and subsequent pay award achieved by our nursing colleagues in 

the United Kingdom has not gone unnoticed here. Of particular interest was the 

restructuring of nurses 1 salaries ~ designed to encourage "skilled'' nurses to remain 

at the bedside. I would take serious issue with what is considered by many to be 

"skilled". In the main. this ski ll is judged to exist.exclusively in the high tech 

areas. This I believe to be a further denigration of the value which society places 

on the superb skills of nurses working in such areas as the community, psychiatry, 

geriatrics and mental handicap. furthermore, it is oversimplistic in the extreme 

to believe that highly skilled clinical nurses only leave the bedside for financial 

reasons. Obviously a nurse 1ike ~nybody else can be motivated by w~netary incentives. 

But, we are not being honest if we persist in overlooking an equally important 

impetus which I believe~ just as often pushes our competent clinical nurses into 

t~hing and administration. 

A great deal of lip service has been paid to that wonderful, traditional ward sister. 

The medical profession in particular mourns her passing. But ward sisters need 
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more than 24 carat words. They also need some antomony, control and the power to 

make real decisions. Frequently in practice, neither we the matrons nor the 

doctors allow our ward sisters to have any real power or control. We still 

expect a ward sister with 25 years experience in her specialty to defer to a 

junior hospit~l doctor, even in matters where she has both the information and 

the knowledge to make a particular decision. Why should doctors, or indeed matrons 

be surprised uhen our clinical specialists "escape" into administration instead of 

staying at the bedside? Perhaps, we matrons could look into our own hearts 

and ask why, if everything is so wonderful "at the sharp end", we all abandoned it? 

The medical profession would appear to have found the answer. In an article in 

the BMJ in 1979 bemoaning the exodus of the traditional ward sister is the 

following remarkable statement 

"The management strategy of the traditional ward 

sister used the curious combination of deference, 

authority, flirtation and stealth" 

(BMJ 1979) 

No wonder so many of us got out! How could one be expected to combine for the 

rest of one's working life the roles of schoolmarm, saint, siren and spy? 

Our ward sisters who are so committed that they opt )~~ to remain at the bedside 

deserve the highest commendation. We must ask, whether it is fair to exploit this 

commitment. One way of rewarding them would be financial. More necessary in my 

view is a radical reallocation of power and authority. 
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CONCLUSION 

In my presidential address, I have highlighted just two of nursing's "tied cats". 

There are many many w~re and all occupational groups within the health service 

keep and guard ~~eir own very securely. In this time of crisis, we need not only 

to release some tied cats, but also to increase the numbers of thinkers and 

meditato~s. We could certainly do with a few gurus also at this time! 

I have already mentioned the self referral option currently being enjoyed by the 

"well off 11
• Are we about to experience a demand for this option by a more inforrned 

and educated public? Would it be beneficial to extend this option to everybody 

regardless of their ability to pay? 

In this time of scarce resources, with more and more people to be cared for in the 

corrmunity, is it right to insist that all nurses whatsoever, who wish to practise 

in the c~~unity setting are obliged to undertake a s ix year training programme? 

ihe public is beginning to challenge the notion, that biomedicine is the only 

pathway to care and that anything else is il!igitimate •. Should there be a place 

for complimentary therapies within the funded health service? Or, are ti1ey too to 

remain options for the better off? 

The recent hospital rationalisation programme clearly put service before 

institution. For the future, we may yet be asked to put the ideals of rendering 

the best possible service before professional self interest. The task ahead is 

great and our objectives are too vital to be foiled by petty jealousies and rivalries 

between the various occupational groups within the health service. 

It has always been acknowledged that individual nurses have an advocacy role towards 

individual patients. Jn i~his time of scare resourses and rapidly increasing 

technological developments, nurses need to inform and educate themselves and the public 
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about health policy issues and to become professionally assertive. In essence. 

we need to extend nursing's advocacy role from the individual to society. If 

we do so , I have no doubt that the future of nursing will be safe in our hands, 

our heads and our hearts. 
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0 Intl:oductian 

'!be health care :pJlicy debate is canplex and affected by the self 

inte.:...~ of patients, professior.als and politicians. Often enotion is to 

the fore of t.llls debate a"ld lo:Jic noticeable by its absence. '!he role of 

fr£~ econanist is to pro--ride a logical f~rk far the evaluation, in 

te.nns of costs and benefits, of {X>licy or t.rea:t:nents alternatives. :rid.s 

role, by making explicit what is usually .L-nplicit, incoherent and 

i.nconsistent, is not alwa}''S welccm9d, but hopefully its effects are better 

~All t.}'l.e alt.m:native: sr.roud waving and political chicanecy. 

~ basic assu::rp'"~on.s 'Ur.de..."":Pin any discussion of health care. They 

i} the sca...rcity of resources : all individuals 1 all institutions and· all 

countries face the fact t.~t the st:-pply of resources is finite but t.lje 

deaands for funding a..-re L--llinite. '.me consequence of this is ~.at 

choices hav-e to be made ai:-O'.lt how rescn.u:ces will be allocated or 

ratione::!. In health caxe this nea.Tl.S that rules have to be devised to 

dete:anine who will die and who -vrlll live in \-mat de;}ree of prln and 

dis<Xl!Tlfort. 

nortality : eve:r:yone wi.ll die; the purpose of health care expenditure 

is t.o delay death a.'1d ~"'0' .. --e people's quality of life. However, 

tl-..ere is a ~LSity to ass-..me that increase:l funding, which has 

pn:xiuca:l greater le-v"Bls of health care activity (in terms of 1 for· 

instance, GP consul"!:ations or hospital inpatient stays} improves 

outa:::~tes, peopl€'s health. For t..'t-te najo:r:ity of health care tt~pies 

in use today,. there is no evide11ce as to their cost or tha outcarss 

they produce in terms of enhanced duration and quality of life. 

Furthenrore this problan is not unique to the NHS, it is ccmron to all 

health care systems. 
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What are the .i.rrplicatiorlS of these assuq>ti.ans for the provision of 

health care? 

1) Policy Chjectives 

Before this question can be answered ~~d future policy choice 

infOl:ll'ed, it is essential to identify the objective(s) of the health care 

system. 

In Britain the Churcr.till C...~tion Gover:rm~nt set out the follCMir.g 

objective far the post war hre 1 t..">l ... .are S"]S'"~: 

the Govent;S!t •••• ~'"lt to en...c:ure that in t.~ 

future e".Jerf mar. arrl ~'1 atid child can rely 

on gettir.q . . . . the rest na::iical and ~...her 

facilities availablei that their getting tt'lem 

shall not deparl an whether they can pay for 

than or on ;;Jny oti':er factor .ir.relevant to real 

need. 

1944 White paper 

More recently Mrs ?tlargaret Thatcher, at the 1982 Conservative 

Conference and in the 1983 na.-·U.f~...a, aLgued that: 

'Ihe principle t.'1at adequate health care should 

be prv'lided for all, rega:rdless of ability to 

pay, :must. be a foundallo.."l of a.,'T_f a:crangarents 

h1. Jrnatcher (1982) 
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The statenr=--nts of bo~'l 't..l'le Churchill Gcvermnent and the Thatcher 

C-o'\.~t are .ina'<litably ambiguous at"1d subject to int.e..-rpz:etation. ~-er 

e. r~le interpretation of both these statenants might be: 

i) access to heal~~ care ~ not be dete_~~ned by the patients' 

willi.11gness am ability to pay? 

ii} access to heal.t.l-t care~ :re detenr.ined by the patients' ability to 

benefit f.ran ca:re. 

If t.'>-J.is inte...--pl.-etation is adopted1 ar.rl it. is ass~ suOOeqt.lantly that 

it is the objective of the UK health c~e system, then care will be 

rationed a.""'PPlgst ~ting fetients on t.i-ze basis of '\'lhlch patiei1.ts get 

greatest k:enefit per w..it of input cost, i.e. greatest enhancarelt in the 

drn:aticn ~")d cr~lity of life. 

lhe .inplicat.ions of this rationing :rule are: 

ij people "odlo -wi.ll get sare but <A-lly little benefit fran health care will 

not be treated: the-y w..l.l.l .be left to die or to liv-e in pain and discanfort 

as happer.s now i.l'"l the l'ltiS and all other health· care syst:.en'5, because all 

demand.:: cannot be met. 

ii) it is of pri."l:'e i.-q;portanoe to identify the benefits of alternative ways 

of using health care resources. At prese'it d~t.a:rs "guestimate" outocmes 

and have no idea of t...~e costs of canpetir..g therapi-es. Unless doctors can 

d~~onstrate that they are acting efficiently1 they may be acting 

u.'l'let..t'U.cally. To provide health ca.."t? inefficiently is to deprive IX>tential 

patients of care from which L~ey could benefit. Such behaviour, 
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inefficient use of health care resources 1 is unethical and $Uch 

practitioners should not t~ allowsd to practice. 

2) Criteria for Policy Choice 

lbw should alternati"V-e ways of providing anrl fina.ncing health care be 

judge:i? '114ree obvious criteria are: 

i) 

ii}. eguit".t ; is access to ca...-e and cure equitable? 

iii) efficiency : does the alternative use Sf'.arce health care resources in 

a way that rraximisee t.'le PrOduction of health benefits frcm a given . . 

1:&~ length and quality of 1 i fe. 

All t.~-rae criteria nee:i careful elaOOration and .it is useful to start 

this process with con&.mer re...~iveness. !f the objective of a health 

care systa:n i s to allocate health care on t..~ basis of benefit, then 

facilities will not be P-TO\"i.ded for all those ~.o wish to have care. 'lhus 

a 70 year old person with angina and end stage re"1al (kidney) failu...re will, 

kidney dial}>Sis ) and will, as a consequence; be dead within a few nonths. 

systen will not be designed to be consumar responsive as this may lead to 

the inefficient use of resources. 
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"Mlat does the equity 9oal na.an in teiJns of designi.nq the finance and 

provision of health care? If a health ea...~ system discriminates in favour 

of the rich or the }?CX)r and, as a consequence, uses ~ inefficiently 

the achievarent of 'tl"le goal c£ the !1K health care systen is frustrated. 

The Churchill-Thatcher-Labour goal for health care is to maximise the 

eru~aqcement in the length and quality of life {health productivity) 

reyardless of their econcmic (capacity to .PClY) status. If health care 

:resources are used to er> .. hance t. .... ~ health of a rich octogenarian or a poor 

teenager, but the benefits of such treatments are less tr...an could be 

achieved in using the resources in t..lxe treatlrent of other patients 1 t..~ 

the oct.ogerl&.-ian and the teenager should be denied t.reatn'ent. 

'lhus ti>~ three criteria for nolicv choice listed abo-ve, reduce to one 
. - ~ 

cri~-i.on ; t.l}e efficient use of scarce health care re.....~..u:ces. If access 

to care is not decide:i by willingness a."'ld ability to pay .. ot.t.er thir,qs 

baing equal, an efficient use of healt.~ care :resources is also equitable. 

furt..~re efficiency and OO.l'l.SL~ responsiveness are i..."lcarpatible. If 

people wish to use resources inefficiently, for i.nstar.'"lce to streighten 

their nose or re-shape their breasts 1 they should pay for such care 

themselves. 

3. '!he Meani.>19 of Effi!:!iency 

discussions of health care. Efficiency is &"1 input (cost)-outcane {health 

t.enefit) relationship and ths iden.t i fication of t.l-.le efficient use of scarce 

econani.c resources requires p:>lic-y maka.l"'S to be informad arout costs and 

benefits, i.nprovanants in the le."'if'Jl a.'1d quality of life. 
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Ihe health care debate is d.an.L"lated by health care provi...del:s seeking 

tc i.r.p:uve t..ilei.r arployment ar.d remmeration {health ca..-re experilitm:e is 

the i.ncare of heal t.h cax:e providers! ) and by politicians, ooth on t..~ left 

a.Tld right wings 1 seeki..ng to IiilXiJp.ise votes. 'lhese are basic facts of life 

w.atch have to be recognised in considering any advocacy for increased 

health care funding. 

Such advooaC'.f inevitably inv-olves stat.anants which are alleged to 

refer to efficiency ( but in fact tell us little about the :relationship 

· i) _ "reduced leng"-•. hs of stay a..-e efficient" • '!hey may :be but ti'.ey increase 

hospital costs ar.d ~~ve ~n effects on health ca--re l.::er.efits i.e. 

the statem3:.."1t tells U$ about a~...i.vity, rut px:ovides no cost or outa::ma 

data. 

'
1Spending £50 million to .reduce waiting lists and waiting ti..mas is 

efficient". Whilst this adv'"OCacy tells us scnething ab:Y..tt costs, it 

tells us r1.0this·1g a.bout benefits. Perhaps scma pec?ple on wait.L'1.9 lists 

would benefit little from care and perhaps money would be more 

efficiently ~"lt else..tle...ve i.e. the st.at:.em:mt offers input (cost} ~'""ld 

activity (reduced wai.t.iri!J lists) data, but no outcc::ma data. 

'1lle problem face:! by all health care syst:.ens, public and private, 

British and foreign, is that they are danir.ated by doctors W'ho l~have as if 

increa.sed spa.~ w~ greater ac--...ivity (e.g. nore operations) always an::i 

~'here .imp.rove hea1t.'1. A ~ter-positian is that of the eo:n:mist 

(and increasingly of doctors} who, lfr..e the Anerican eoonanist Vic'"Y.)r Fuchs 

(1984), argue that perhaps 10% of health care spanding worsens patients' 

hea.lt.~, another 10% has no effect on patients health, and 80% :mproves 
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patient health. 'lb.e problem is that which t.herapies lie in the 10 and SO% 

categories is unkn~n t 

The problem is not new. One hundred and twenty five years ago 

Florence Nightingale adv-ocated the m::;asu.z:ane."'lt of tJ;e effec<-~ ( outccmes} of 

her hospitals in terms of t..'L..""Be "out.cclien rrea.su_res: dead, relieved an:i 

urt..relieved. In 1988 tt"le NHS information system produces dea~'1s a:nd 

discharge data, but t."le t..;o categories cannot. be sepuated. However, t:.P..e 

British health care system is just ljJ<e that in Ireland and the rest of the 

'WOrld : all other health ca..."""e systems do not ~-.:rluce Nightingale-like data. 

But it would be useful to do so as she argued: 

I am fain to sum up 'l'ri th an u..~ent appeal for 
adopting this or some uniform system of 
publish:L11g the statistical records of hospitals. 
There is a growing conviction that in all 
hospitals 1 even in those which are best 
conducted 1 there is a great and ua11ecessar~ 
waste of life. In att.a"apt..ing to a.....-.ri v-e at t..'le 
truth, ! have appli€.ii everywhere for 
infomation, rut in scarcely an instance have I 
been able to o-!Jt.ain hospital reco_-rds fit for any 
purpose of comparison. If they cou1.d be 
obtai.'I"J.ed., they ~.lld er.able us to decide m:my 
other questions besides the ones alluded to. 
'Ihey v.'OUld sh....--w subscribers how i±-.eir noney was 
being spent, what amount of good was really 
being done w"'it."l it, or ~i"..ett~ the noney was 
doing mischief rat.~ t..'ttan gocd. 

Florence Nightingale ( 1863) 

'J.W.:tS a prior condition fer the refo:on of any health care systan is 

that z:e:.;Jardless of the fonn, public or private~ of finance and pro-..-"iaion, 

policy w~ice with facts rather tt..an ·guesses i4"1.d rhetoric as at present~ 
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3.1 Cost~t 

Cost data must inclu1e public sector (e.g. health cam :ayst~n .;;. · 

local goverrnrent costs) together with private sector data (e.g. pri .. .;ate 

institutions) . ~, the latter IWSt include th-e i~...ntificatioo of 

i.1·1fo!:l!al care costs i.e. the oosts i.mp::)s.ed on SfOUS9S, ot.her relatives a."'ld 

neighbours by care processes in the l'lcm=. Rs::iuced leng'"d"ls of hospital stay 

and the closure of institutions, for instance, way involve n:rluoed public 

expen::ti.tw:e and incr:eased (informal) care being p:covided by neighbours and 

!:elatives, usually farale. These resou..."""Ce S"#o"'it.ches need to be identifiErl 
.. 

and quantified so that the r.Ul { o};POrturdty} costs of healtt'i. care op'"...ions 

. are fully identifie::i. 

However if policy choices are to be predicated on ~~e basis of 

minimi.s.L'"lg costs alone 1 the best };X)licy is t:o s~ not.e~4J1 Ii?.alt..~ caxa 

policy makers seek to achieve efficiency in t.l1e use of scarce hP..alth ccu:e. 

outcome has ~wo d~~sions : e~~ced len~~ or duration of life and 

e.7kla'1Ced q'.:tality of life. The rationing p...~s needs info:x:mat.ion about 

l::oth t.~ d.i.nert.Sicns and t..'>i.e ambit.ious might oanbine ta'"lese n«> as_pect'..s of 

ar-...oame into a ccnp:>Site meas-l.h~ of t4Balth benefit : the quality adjust'.ai 

life ~ {or QALY}. A QALY is one year of life of geed quality (e.g. n6 

physical disability or psychological distress} and sorre cost per ~JLY 

"leagt..--e tables'' a,....-e p..resenta:i L"1 Appendix· 1. !f these data wo=>......re USEd as a 

basis for rationing care, the low cost per QALY FCOCedures (e.g. hip 

replacerents) ~uld be funded ard kidne-y fai.lu.re patients. left untreats:l b-y 

dialysis. 
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All health care systems have poor nortality or sw:vival data and thus 

any answers to the questiort of whether so:een.ing for cervical ca.~cer or 

breast cana:r produces nore ad:iitional life years is always ci..rcumscri_.berl 

by caveats produced .ty a fai.lm;e to collect good nortali ty outccma data. 

Measw::arent of the qt'a 1 j ty of life is also crude and noticeable by its 

ab:sence L"'l rost health ca:.."'l?: sectors. What is needed is a quality of life 

( ():lL} m=asure which can be used across all health caJ::e therapies. A Q:!L 

n:easw:e specific to a pa;..-ticular ~ is of little use if a polic-y maker 

\dshes to c.i'1CXA..~ .beu-.~1 it and all other spending options. rrl".us a measure 

L"l, for instat"lce< hypertens:.on treatme..l'lt, of the effects of competing 

t..~-..a_pies en blood px:-essure { a11 cutcare na:ISured in m.m. of ~) is 

di!fic.Ut. to ccmpa..~ w:i:t.~ t.~ qv;, 1.; ty of life effects of p:lSt breast COJ.t.eer 

;'!. globa1 (bL rreasrure v.rould capture the effecr...s of these 

alternative therapies on a given set of indicators of~ for iP~tance, 

physical; psycholcgical at1.d soci.:!l -well bei.')f] and its ~ts 'WClU.ld 

indicate which ~ the "best tuy ... 

All health care p.Jlicy makers a~r to oo reluctant to naamh..-e oasts 

aM outcctTes. Yet ~...:rdless of the organisation and fundi.llg of health 

ca..."C!; ~lie and ~-ri vate decis.i on rrake-rs (n-anage_rs and CX)r>.S'..IDerS} need to 

be able to idzntil.t ·val"L>e (est.L-nates of en.'Ja."lcenents in t..})e length and 

q~ity of life, or ~L"Y estiirates} for l1Pl'ley {cost). It is necessary for 

b::>t..'1 public and priv-ate fL'1ancers and pJ:9Vida.rs to cxeate the-~ data in the 

near f nture, fer without th~"n ~ :rewain ignorant about effi:ciency a.'ld 

subject to the vaga:des of prh·ate and f.Olitical ma.t:kets. 
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4 . 1 Resour.Jes are scarce arri rationing is unavoidable : choices have to be 

nade aoout who will die and w"ho wi...ll live in what degree of pain <h-rl 

diSCCir:.fort. 

4. 2 If the objecti'\-e of the he.alt.ll care system is tl-.at access to ca..""""'e 

should be detennined 1 n;....-t b-.t the i11di vid-.J.als' willi..l'lgOOSS and ability to 

~Y but. on the basis of the patients• abili'b.f to be.'1efit fran care, it is 

ess~~tial to measure systa~tically both health care costs and health 

benefits (E"..nhancements .ir"1 the patients length and quality of lif e ) to 

4.3 Clinicians should be obliged to bid for new resources by 

substantiating their claL~ with evidence about costs and cutcamP-S 

{m::>rt.a.\ity delaye:i and quality of life it'1Q>.'""O"ve::i). Explicit rationing ar~ 

prioritisation is essential to ac..1-lle-ve efficiency and tlrl.s r~ to be 

carriEd out in a logical ( cost....autca.re} fral'i'e'.rork .Ll'l whi~~ cliniciat'lS hav-e 

to su.l::stantiate t.~ir clairns to funding. 

4. 4 The logical implication of the cost effecti veneas awroac.~ is to 

exclude people fran ea-~ if the benefit they receive f.z:an it is low or 

inferior to t.~t prcxluced by carir~:; for anot-... har patient at the ~ cost. 

~~ t..~ i..>tplication o£ i:i"lls is t.'lat t..'le..-e nay be ne.jor changes in 

treatment pa~terns e .g. the benefits of ~adiotherapy for l~~g cancer 

reaction of the dl.--ug :i.ndust....vy a\td medi~l schools to the c€Ssation of 
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4.5 Hcwe-v--er1 the political problems of cor-.fro.i"1tirsg the ''ca.'I1Cer i...T):inst_ry" 

~"1 be dist.i.!'lgUishei fran the ethical problaus associated ~i.:th the use of 

~-t effecti"\.>eneSS criteria t.o detel:mine 1-.salth care priorities and access 

to ca....re. Given the ubiquitous natu.re of t.~ finite lengt..'1. of life &id the 

f.ir.:.ite supply of l."'eSS'.ll"CeS available to delay deat.~ ani ~-uve the q<Jality 

of life, a utilit.aria."l Inight &."""gUe w.'lat the u....ee of cost effect.i-~s 

criteria is rot.h efficie.•·tt arrl ethical. Hc.>."BVer not everyone would talce a 

utilitarian position in this dP ........ ~teo 

4.6 fJ.'he role of t..he ea:mc-anist is to inform the ~icy debate, r.ct make 

policy chocies. !:"1"le u_c;e of ti'.e cost effecti ... .reness agu:oa.e:'1 illustrates the 

difficult nat:ure of p.Jlie7y choices in t.'le healt.."l ca:re area rut is it 

et.."1.if".a1_ to be cost-effective? 
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t;r.'lf.is appendix present.s UK (Willia.'M ( 1985) 1 ( 1986} and Depart:lielt of 

Healt.l), and Social Security {1987}) data on t..'l.e cost of producing 1 year of 

life tn'ith l:-o disability and dist:..~s (a Q.a.LY} in table lA. Similar data 

f!:'om North America are presented L1 table lB (Torrance { 1986)). The 

methods used tc produce these estL~tes are crude and experimental. 

However~ L~ey wake the rationing debate explicit and ~~y clinician 

objecting to them rrust be d-clle.~ed to produce better data or a better 

metho:i of rraking difficult. rat..~.on.L.'1g choices. 

GP au\rice to sw_t> ~~..g 
Pacema..ker ir.r:plantation for atrioventricular 

hea...""t blcc:k 
Hip replacarent. 
Valve replace:nent fer aor...i.c stenosis 
cr..s::; for severe angina wi t.>-a il-ID 
cru:G for severe ang.L"1a with 3VD 
CAa; for m::derate angirtC. v.-i. t.h. I.MD 
GP C<:l."1L"r'Ol of h)'-pe..rte:'"lSiOn 
GP con~---ul of tot.al serum cholesterol 
CAB:; for se<."ere a•·1gh10. \-.r.i.t.a~ :!VD 
O..l:G for .ITCderate ru1gina "'~u'1 3VD 
0..33 for mild ang.ir..a. with I..~ 
Kidney trarl.S"",t>lant 
Breast cancer sc:reer.i.."'lg 
~--~-.t t;rar-.splarrt: 
HoS?i t.?> 1 P..aen::xtial ysis 

167 

700 
750 
900 

1040 
1270 
1330 
1700 
1700 
2280 
2400 
2520 
3200 
3309 
5000 

14000 

Source: ~iilliams {1985; 1986), cepa..~t of Health 
and Social Secu.ri ty { 1987 ) • 
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Nort..l} llmerican Cost QALY data 

CAPG for l eft mai."'l coronary artery disease 4,200 

Neo!".atal intensive care ( 1000-1499 gms) 4, 500 

T4 {t..lt:y:roid screening) ·6,300 

Tl::eatnent for severe hypertension in rr.ales 
aged 40 years plus (diastolic lOSmn Hg) 19,100 

Treatnent for mild hypertension (94-lOSmn Hg) 19,100 

Estxogen the;repy for post-menopausal synptans 
in ~en without prior hysterect.any 27,000 

Neonatal intensiv-e ca:re {500-999 ~} 31,800 

CAOO for single vessel disease, ncderately severe 36~300 

School tuberculin testing progranne 43,700 

Continuous anbllatory peritooeal dialysis 47,100 

Hospital dialysis 54,000 

Source: Torrance ( 1986) • 
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Introduction 

There are two worlds, the world of impersonal investiq~tion 
of cause and effect, and the world of desires~ ideals and 
value judgements . The natural sciences deal with the first, 
ethics with the second •••. The peculiarity of economics is 
that it is called upon to bridge this gap. 

(John Maurice Clark {1950)}. 

This paper does not seek to defend or apologise fo4 the 

discipline of economics; rather, the objective is to 

d€lineate more clearly the issues and areas where economicS. 

can usefully bridge the gap described above by John Maurice 

Clarke. For some, this gap is more like a chasm which defies 

attempts at ·bridge building. Such commentato r s tend to 

believe that the world in general would be a better plaee if 

all ecomcnists were buried deep in the depths of this divide. 

There are times when it is quite reasonable to have some 

sympathy with this perspective a s unrealistic claims are made 

for the power of economic ana lysi s or where inappropriate 

applications have rendered quite meaningless results. To be 

fair, therefore 1 we must also diccuss the limitations of 

economics as it may be applied in the health care field; even 

economists are unable to build bridges i nto the unknow~. 
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The Four "E's" 

Before addressing the central issues of concern here, I think 

it is important to define a nuw~er of terms which will 

frequently arise in this paper and which are now commonly 

used in debates on the health services. Unfortunately, these 

terms are often used inte rchangeably without regard to the 

fact that the four concepts are quite different in meaning 

and application. 

The distinction between efficiency and effectiveness -is 

presented graphically in Figure 1. While efficiency is 

concerned with the r elationship between a standardised unit 

of .~utput and the inputs required to produce that output~ the 

definition of effectiveness implied is the ability to achieve 

the desired results, given the outputs produced. 

In the health services we are mainly d~aling with labour and 

capital as inputs. Outputs like bed/day~ and procedures do 

net, in themselves , constitute the objective fo r the 

production process . It is t he way in whi ch these outputs are 

combined which serves as the product of the health service 

system . 
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Technic3l efficiancy will be achieved when the outputs are 

produced using the minimum number of inputs. The achievement 

of econo:uic efficiency 1 however, requires t.he decisionmaker 

to ~h~cse that combin5tion of inout s whic~ is both 
" 

techni<:a1ly efficient ~nd least costly. As we work through 

the choices facing decisionmakers in the health service, tha 

importance of differentiatin9 between efficiency and 

effectiveness and the possibilities for confusion will become 

more apparent. 

The sec.,r.d set of t;E'sn encountered are equity and equality. 

As w~ ~~ve from the more technical terms to the less 

technic~l , tha concepts become more difficult to define 

succinctly. While attempts to define equality and equity 

hav~§ in themselves 6 generated major theses, we will have to 

be content with a more simplistic appro~ch in this context. 

There are two points worth stressing for cla~ification. The 

first point is that equity takes the concept of equality a 

step further by relating it to need. Secondlyr discussions 

of e1uity and equality are reost meaningful when s~ecified 

along a particular dimensionf for example. equality of . 

acces ~L~?Portuni ty/expendi tu re for equal need. 
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Ethics is, of course, the fifth crucial "E" word (there is no 

implicit order of priorities suggested here). This area will 

be reviewed in some detail by another speaker so I will not 

introduce the discussion at this stage. As we will see 

however, the demarcation lines cannot necessarily be neatly 

dra~~ between the economic, the equitable and the ethical as 

the real world often demands that decisions be made which 

span disciplinery and conceptual boundaries. We now turn to 

·the essential elements of what are termed 'economic choices'. 

Scarcity and Choice 

All policy making is essentially concerned with the 

allocation of scarce resources towards competing needs and 

wants. The tools of economics may be used to make informed 

choices between alternative aplications to ensure that 

resources are deployed in an efficient manner. 

Three basic choices have to be addressed in the organisation 

of a health service system: 

1. Distribution of health services allocation and access. 

2. The amount of resources which should be allocated to the 
system and the composition of the medical services 
produced output determination; 

3. Choosing the best option for producing the medical 
services selected : service production; 
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Those choices conce rned with output determination and service 

production are directly concerned with economic efficiency 

and may therefore be appropriately subjected to the tools of 

economic analysis. The choice of approaches to service 

distribution at a societal level is, however, primarily 

concerned with equity both in allocation and access to 

services . Serious problems begin to arise when methods of 

analysis which are appropriate to efficiency assessment are 

indiscriminately applied in the realm of equity. The issues 

arising in each of the areas defined by these choices need to 

be examined in greater detail. 

Distribution of Health Services 

A fundamental question facing all societies concerns the 

basis on which health services will be made available to 

those in need. The use of economic criteria at this level of 

decision making would demand that medical services be 

distributed on the basis of consumer. preference. While this 

approach may indeed be acceptable for .the allocation of 

certain types of co~~odities, it is not considered acceptable 

as a basis for the allocation of medical services . Instead ~ 

a needs approach is adopted which means that the value placed 

on medical services and the resources required fo r service 
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provision are to some extent centrally determined. Value 

judgements therefore direct decision making here which, for 

the most part, takes place in the political realm. Two 

primary questions have to be addressed by the policymakers: 

(1} The extent to whi ch the population at large should decide 

on the resources to be devoted to medical services; 

(2) The type and level of subsidisation which will be made 

available to low-income beneficiaries in need of medical 

care. 

In Ireland, a fundamental commitment to some level of 

subsidisation for health service provision has been made on 

the grounds of equity considerations. The big question is 

how much is required and how much can be afforded. These 

queations have to be treated in a dynamic sense because they 

will be considered as part of a dynamic process. The 

answers that make sense at one point in· time do not 

necessarily hold true as circumstances change . One factor 

which has remained constant within the Irish health care 

system is a recognition that people in the lower third of the 

income distribution should be protected from the financial 

costs associated with the uptake of medical services. There 

is nothing implicitly meaningful in the use of the lowest 
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third as a cut off point - some other proportion may also 

make equal sense . This would have been considered a 

pragmatic response to a very real policy problem. 

More flexibility in approaches to subsidisation is in 

evidence when moving beyond the Category I level . The 

introduction of hospital charges represented a reassessment 

· of what level of subsidisation could be afforded for 

particula r population groups. ln addition to equity 

considerations, the core economic concepts of scarcity and 

opportunity cost are clearly in evidence. The policymaker 

is constantly faced with the following dilemma: how to 

safeguacd access to high quality services for those in need 

in an environment of scarce resources? The notion of 

o~portunity cost is ever pertinent. If resources are used 

to provide hospital services free for the higher income 

groups, t h is means that such resources cannot be used in 

other areas where they might be needed, like·· screening 

services, primary care or special care groups like the 

elderly. 

One point which needs to be greatly stressed here is the 

distinction between policy and practice and the techniques 

which are applicable at each level. Policy decisions like 

the continuation of free health care for the medical card 
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group or the introduction of charges for other categories may 

be made on the basis of equity considerations within given 

resource constraints. Having made the policy decision, 

however, economic tools can provide a useful input to the 

application of the policy. The framework provided by 

economic analysis helps to make the cost of alternative 

options explicit and facilitates clarification of the valu~s 

underlying the options presented. 

Output Determination 

Having agreed the rules for service distribution at a macrc 

level, the question of what services should be produced at 

what cost must be carefully addressed. In a price-based 

system, the application of classical economic theory may be 

attempted. This theory proposes that the client or consumer 

makes rational choices aimed at maximizing satisfaction from 

a position of full information and a known income constraint 

(Feldstein 1979). It is now generally accepted that many of 

these conditions do not apply in the health care area. The 

system is not exclusively directed by price and consumers 

rarely have complete information on the potential benefits 

which may be derived from the consu.mption of medical 

services . 
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The fact that the model is not a perfect fit for all services 

has too often been used as a basis on which to completely 

reject its appl i cation in areas where the potential return is 

considerable. There is certainly evidence of the exercise 

of consumer preference in the economic sense in particular 

areas like, for example, the take-up of certain types of 

dental services. !n recent years we have seen an increase 

in admissions to some hospitals for dental procedures as 

consumers exercise rational choice when faced with a 

&l tuation where service costs will be covered by health 

insurance if delivered in the hospital setting while the 

lower costs of the same service delivered in a dentists 

office woul d have to be paid by the client. Weighing the 

time costs and the inconvenience of a hospital admission 

a9ainst the costs of paying for the dental procedures, many 

people choose t he inpatient option for straightforwar d 

economic reasons. What i s unfortunate, however , is that 

what constitutes a rational choice for the consumer here , 

does not necessarily make economic sense for the system as a 

whole. A hospital bed and hospital facilities which are 

used by such a patient cannot be used by another patient who 

may not have had the option of receiving care as an 

outpatient - t he concept of opportunity cost in action. At 

this point we are getting i nto the question of efficiency in 
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the use of inputs which will be addressed in some detail in 

the next section. For now, it is important to note that a 

chain of events is initiated by a consumer decision which has 

system wide implications and directly affects resource 

availability for the se rvice as a whole. 

While acknowledging that our health care system is not a 

price-based system, we must be very aware of that fact that 

the funct ions fulfilled by the price mechanism as a rationinq 

device will explici tly or implicitly be fulfill ed by some 

alternative procedure. The a ll-important message here is: 

a zero-price is always associated with a resource cost. 

Every GP visit by a GMS patient has a zero price for the 

patient but .incurs a pre-determined cost for society. To 

the extent that the visit is justified on health grounds and 

is of benefit to the patient, then the resource costs paid by 

the society are wel l spent. A ElO daily charge on a 

hospital bed is a nominal fee which does not ·approach an 

assessment of the r eal costs incurred. ·This charge, however, 

functions as a rati oning device whi ch causes consumers and 

providers to give some t hought to the resource consequences 

of using a particular service. 
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Even if charges were not in use, an alternative like longer 

queues would probably come into operation. Queuing is a 

recognised rationing dev i ce used in many systems . The first 

question to be considered on equity grounds, therefore, is 

which is preferable to the society - chargese queuing or some 

alternative? What cannot be ignored is the fact that no 

· society has sufficient resources to meet the ever increasing 

demands for health services . Having chosen one option, 

economic analysis can be used to decide upon the best 

approach to implementation. 

Within the Irish health care system we are constantly 

presented with evidence of ongoing reviews of the types of 

s~rvices being provided . One example is the dramatic 

expansion in day treatment as an alternative to inpatient 

care for many tests and procedure s. The expressed 

commitment to the provi s ion of community care as an 

alternative to institutional care for certain special needs 

groups also represents a clear revision _of service 

composition within the system. The implications which 

decisions on output determination may have for the production 

of services will now be considered. 
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Service Production 

The inputs listed in Figure 1 can be combined in different 

ways to produce the desired output. If health service 

providers have an incentive to minimize costs then the least · 

costly combination of inputs whi ch will produce the required 

lev~l of output will be chosen. According to the definition 

pr~sented earlier, production will then be both technically 

and economically efficient. 

The crucial assumption here, of course, is that producers .. 

have an incentive to minimize costs. In bygone days within 

the Irish health services this assumption did not hold true. 

When an agency ran over bud9et, a request was submitted to 

the funding source for additional resources. This meant 

that there was absolutely no incentive for efficiency in the 

production of services. ! think there a~e .few who would 

deny that this resulted in a serious waste of resources in 

the past. 

The imposition of budget ceilings in recent years has meant 

that producers now have every incentive to minimize costs. 

This has prompted ongoing reviews of the types, quantities 

and combinations of input s used and the organisational 
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setting chosen for service provision. One consequence of 

this review has already been mentioned, the shift from the 

inpatient setting to day care for appropriate procedures. 

Between 1981 and 1986 the number of bed/days used nationally 

dropped by about 1 million, that is a 20 per cent reductionr 

while the number of discharges remained constant at around 

500,000 per annum. What this suggests is that certain 

hospital facilities began to be used more efficiently over 

this time period while other facilities became redundant~ 

The practical issues raised by the achievement of efficiency 

targets due to a revision of the input mix can, however, he 

problematic. Take, for instance~ the question of the supply 

and distribution of hospital beds. Up until quite recently 

an .internationally accepted standard for bed provision wa& 

four beds per thousand population. This standard is now 

subjected to constant revision and refinement as service 

needs and treatment patterns chan9e . Wherea-s previously the 

speciality designation of a hospital bed remained relatively 

fixed, this must now become more fluid. One illustration 

which comes to mind is suggested by the declining birth rate 

which means that we need fewer maternity beds while changes 

in treatment patterns indicate a requirement for more day 

beds and five day beds within the hospital system. 
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! think that part of the reason why 'efficiency' has become 

something of a dirty word in the health services is that 

structural change is often required because of revisions in 

the types of inputs r equired within the system. Capital, 

like hospital beds, is net very adaptable or transpo~table so 

if fewer beds are needed in one part of the system, the only 

·option is to close them down, regardless of the requirements 

in other parts of the system. A similar problem arises with 

revisions to labour requirements. If personnel are trained 

to work in a particular setting like the hospital, to what 

extent can this group then be expected to shift to another 

settin9, like the community? What additional training is 

warranted? To what extent can a re-orientation of 

professional practice be expected in the interests of the 

system as a whole? 

These are very pertinent questions within the health services 

to-day and illustrate very clearly the multi-sectoral nature 

~, of the health care system - a system which is really a 

combination of many different systems. The illustration in 

Figure 2 attempts to portray this concept. A shift in the 

site of service delivery will have implications which extend 

right through the labour market for the different 

professional groups and i nto educational and training 
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programmes. In many cases these shifts are all the more 

dramatic because they are in response to international, as 

well as national pressures. One example where we have seen 

this very clearly illustrated in recent years is in the 

labour market for nurses. This now seems to function 

without regard to national boundries so that opportunities 

and wage rates in the u.s., Australia and other European 

countries are all jointly considered by prospective job 

seekers. An interesting hypothesis worth some consideration 

here is whether mobility in nursing is g~eater ac~oss systems 

than across sectors within any particular system. 

Another example of how international developments have an 

impact on the system is in the area of technological 

advancement. Extracorooreal shock- wave lithotripsy for the 
-

treatment of kidney stones was available in this country 

shortly after the procedure had successfully come through the 

trials. While the object ive of the treatment remains the 

same, the inputs used will differ with the use of shock-wave 

lithotripsy as an alternative to surgery where this is 

indicated. This will, in turn, have implications for the 

use of operating theatre facilities and manpower . As 

technological advancements substitute for the use of certain 

inputs, it is inevitable that decisions on redeployment or 

replacement will have to be made . . 
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Improvements in efficiency standards can only benefit the 

health care system as a whole. In a situation of resource 

scarcityr a ll partners within the system have a 

responsibility to work towards an optimal return on those 

resources which are available. 

Trade-offs: Efficiency, Effectiveness and Equity 

All too often confusion arises over the distinction between 

measures related to efficiency and effectiveness • In the 

past, for example, we have had resistance to the 

re-designation of some hospital beds as five-day beds on the 

grounds that this would result in a deterioration of patient 

care. !t is not the designation of a bed, per se, which 

will affect patient care. Rather, it is the way in which 

that bed is used by the medical providers which will have 

implications for service provision. To return to the 

distinction portrayed in Figure 1. The use of inputs, like 

hospital beds, to produce outputs, like bed/days, should be 

subjected to constant review to ensure that the highest 

· Standards of efficiency are achieved. This review can be 

conducted successfully by an indisciplinery team The use of· 

outputs, like bed/days, in the pursuit of the objective of 

patient treatment and care is, however , firmly within the 
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domain of effectiveness. Techniques and tools for assessing 

effectiveness is the subject of more detailed consideration 

in another paper. 

Ideally, we should aim to ensure that health service 

provision is both efficient and effective. 

made some progress towards the achievement of this aim in 

some areas. there is no doubt that much remains to be 

achieved. One of the most difficult hurdles to cross is not 

technical but cultural and educational. The :::ecognition 

that the flew of resources to the health services has slowed 

from a steady stream to a trickle must be allied with an 

acceptance of the responsibility to ensure that the resources 

that are available will be used where they are most 

productive and most effective. 

also have technical problems. 

There is no denying that we 

Information is limited~ 

information technology and skilled analysts are scarce . 

These problems can, and are being overcome a·s support for the 

process becomes more widespread. 

Finally, it must be acknowledged that all health systems 

support the provision of certain services which are p~oduced 

inefficiently and have questionable effectiveness . This 

often applies to the pioneering phase of certain procedures 

and may currently apply to certain types of organ transplant. 
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A learning curve may be in evidence and initial efforts must 

be supported in the interests of subsequent improvements in 

performance. There are many examples of situations where a 

society makes a decision purely on equity grounds, regardless 

of efficiency or effectiveness considerations, to pursue the 

provision of a ·service or procedure in the interests of the· 

individual or corr~unity welfare. Making the basis for such 

decisions explicit means that confusion in interpreting the 

policy decision can be eliminated and the application of 

inappropriate analytical frameworks can be avoided. 

Conclusion 

Internationally, the study of health economics is now just 

entering its teens, having emerged as a distinct subject a~ea 

in the early seventies. To date, significant advancements 

have been made which have contributed to a better 

understanding of the operation of the he~lth care system~ 

though important limitations must also.be recognised. 

Deficiencies in the theoretical framework persist and gaps in 

the prevailing empirical knowledge mean that the answers to 

certain core questions continue to evade the analyst. These 

weaknesses are very pertinent in, for example, attempts to 

explain the behaviour of non-profit institutions or the 

estimation of quantitative relationships between variables 
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like price and service utilisation. While economic theory 

may predict the direction of the effect, i.e. utilisatton 

levels will increase if price decreases, the technique can 

only be really effective fer policy purposes if the level of 

responsiveness (or elasticity) of utilisation to price 

changes can be precisely measured. The limitations in our 

knowledge of the relationship between cost and scale of 

production in medical care is also limited. There i.s still 

no agreement, for instance, on the optimal size for a 

hospital. It may be somewhere between 300 and 700 beds but 

that is an unacceptably wide margin for planning purposes. 

The challenges for activists in this area are plentiful, and 

the momentum which has been generated in recent years would 

be expected to yield a continuing expansion of the knowledge 

base as data availability and analytical techniques improve. 

Despite these d~ficiencies 1 there is no denying the reality 

that in an environment of scarcity, economic. .analysis 

provides a most useful framework within which to make 

rational choices between alternative applications for 

resources i n the interests of greater efficiency. Examples 

of clearly defined economic choices which have to be made 

include the following: How will price changes or char9es 

affect take-up to services? What affect will changes in the 

availabi lity of certain inputs (c~pital or labour } have on 
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the supply of services? Which service mix will be most 

efficient? Given a choice between alternative service 

delivery sites, which option is the best? 

Economics cannot, however, provide a basis for determining 

what level of equity or equality is acceptable within our 

-society. The value choices are p r obably the most 

fundamental choices facing any society. we must all, 

·· therefore, take some responsibility for contributing to the 

debate concerned with determining the kind of health care 

envi~onment we want to build fo~ the future, the relative 

weight attached to individual freedom and communal welfa~e . 

and the improvement of better health standards throughout th~ 

community as a whole. 

To place this debate in perspective, I conclude with a 

pertinent comment from Victor Fuchs {1983): 

•ay changing institutions and creating new programs we can 
aake medical care more accessible and deliver it sore 
efficiently, but the greatest potential for improving 
health lies in what we do and don#t do for and to 
ourselves. The choice is oursft. 
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There is no doubt that this is a mcment throughout the wes~=~n 

world when difficult choic es ar~ being mace in the provision of h~~ltn 

care. On the one hand we have politicians desperately trying to reduca 

expenditure, and on the other we have health care prof~s~ionals 

increasing ly able to preserve life, if not effect cures of all 

diseases, which is ofte!"'> very E}~pensive. Let me add into tne equation 

now and. return to it. later the fact that of courst2 :cme hi-t.ech 

medicine is extremely e~< psnsive and often ve ry risky- i.e. the re'tur-n, 

in the health economists' terms, is unlikely to be gre~t 1 but a 

further arg~~er.t can be added t o that in the shape of the ne~d fer 

experimentation in order to develop new techniques which will 

ultimately make economic sense. 

All af~th~s plays very heavily on the role of econom~cs in 

provision of health care. And, unwillling though I am to concede 

ground r ight at the beg~nning of a session, it has to be said that the 

majority of argument adduc&d throughout mo~~ of Europe is now about 

the economics of health care rathe r than about the morality of 

provision, or non-provis1on~ of thosa services~ In Britain, where I 

live when I can' t be in Ireland~ my adoptS>d country, the debat: is 

moving rapidly towards private he~ lth insurance~ whereby peoFle pay a 

pr9mium and then get sarvices up to certain financial limits .But 

those services under insurance premiums are themselves very e:·;pen~ive

for a variety of reasons- and ~herefore the bulk cf the argument lies 

along the lines of that particular expenditure not being born by the 

State. !t is made more complic~ted by the fact that some cf the most 

expensive care is long-term~ for the chronically sic~ and elderly, 

l 



whose insurance pol~cies are extremely unlikely to cover all their 

needs in any one yea~. The politicai result of a change of emphasis 

away from universal free provision tnerefore would be to rendar the 

perception of long-term chronic care free at the point of d~livery as 

a second-class service, even if it were not in fact a wcr~e s~rvice 

than at present or even than that provided fer acute needs. 

So much for the politics. You did not ask me here to talk about 

that, however much ! might want to de so, so I merely crave _your 

indulgence temporarily as ! am about to take over as the Chairman of 

the Patients' Association~ a body in Britiain which represents the 

interests of patients rather than any one particular political lobby. 

This therefore is what I worry about all day and all night. 

Bu~ let u~ i~ste~d look at some of the moral issues. Fist let us 

think about t~e question of the nature of tne patient. Much h~s been 

written about this over r:cent years~ be i~ about respect for the 

individual patient- thereby presupposing her 1ndividual autonomy, or, 

more compl1catedly~ the ide~ of autonomy bound up with the rather 

paternalistic idea of seeking the patient's welfare, making a partial 

or whole assumption that the carer is bettar able to det:rmine what is 

for the good of the than the individual patient is. So let us 

examine that strand a bit, sin~= it affects so profoundly the area cf 

making choices about the provision of health care. To what extent do 

we have a duty to care? And for whom? Mo~t of the codes of ethics for 

doctors and nurses presuppc~e a duty to care. The starkest statement 

of that comes in fact from the I~terna~ional Code of Medical Ethics 

which st~tes- int?restingly for our purpos~- that " the physician 

shall give emergency care as a humanitarian duty unles~ he is assured 

that others are willing and ab le ~o give such care." !n other words~ 

this is a primary duty, irrespective of moneyp resources in the shape 

o1 beds or drugs ~ irrespective of how busy the doctor may be. The 
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n classic example of this is the doctor in t he US~ who i s driv1ng 

through New York to gat to her hosp1t3l to perform a major he~rt 

operation a nd encounters a car crasn~ where tne injured per~cn l~oKs 

poor and is probably black ( I paint a del~berate picture cf ~he 

situation as reported to me at a conference last summer} anc wants·$ 

for e;{cellen t medical re:.scns- ~ to proceed. But she is unc!>.::r a d'-.lt·.t t.:i 

remain and provide care~ even though the likelihood is that the 

0 patient cannot pay~ that the ambulance will turn around ~nd r-efuse to 

0 
pier~ up the patient be~ause they de not have the ~ppropriate 

insura~ce, and although there is another seriously ill patient waiting 

for the surgeon's services& That is the starkest situation one can 

draw. Everything e l se is less stark in the strict duty to care area, 

although the question o7 whos2 life takes priority is obviously 

c:rucia l hen: . 

The Internat~cnal Cede of Nedical Ethics is quite clear here 

about the duty to care. No d~stinction is made about making choices 

between two patients. No argument is given about funding« No decision 

is asked for about whether it i s ~worthu trying to provide care or 

0 
indeed save the 1 i fe of the e ;·:trt::mel y crushed and battered individual 

who is the victim of the accident. And none of · us~ ! presume~ in a 

similar situation! would be in any doubt whatsoever about prcvicting 

that help.~ even if the prognosis looks awful~ In other words , though 

I may seem to be straying from our topic~ in a similar situation of an 

acc~deGt or some te~rible d~re emeregency where we were at h~nd and 

no-one else was~ we would not hesitate but to provide what;oever in 

the way of help~ care and com1ort we could . 

Ah!l but that is a normal human reactJ.on, you might. argue. 

Actually it is not~ (3S many o"f you will know who have witnessed 

accidents~ where the public. gather round and stare, but all too few 

carry out the limi ted proce dures that they know about tram first aio 



lessons taken in childhood~ and e~ch person waits for somebody else to 

call the emergency services. !t is not a normal human reaction .. 

r Certainly in western saciety as it has now developed, probably partly 

as the result of an increasing philosophy of individual~sm~ the normal 

reaction is not to interfere.But that does not apply to the 

health-care professionals of ycu- and here I may even include 

myself under the loose banner of 'i in vel ved clergy"- all of us would 

instinctively get involved, and de what we can. So the Internati~nal 

Code of Medical Ethics is not saying anything very interesting as far 

a s we .are concerned. Mind you~ imagine the situation in a hospital 

with ra:ther tradi"cional ctr-agon-lH.:e matrons and sisters if a junior 

nurse came on thE' ward an hour late and said that she had been helping 

with em~rgency first aid after an accident. One does not need to know 

toe many of the "Sister says- • • " type stories to realise .that sister 

might not be very satisfied with t.hat as an e~-u::use~ b.zcause sister has 

to pla.n 

allowed to interfere with ·that ~ You think I'm joking, but. 1 am in fact 

trying to make a very serious point:< at the most extreme The 

provid~r of the health care irt 

namely Sister~ or whatever in the new designations she is now called. 

She has to plan the provision on a very local~ immediate b.;:;.sis .. And 

the high-flown aut.oma·tic: full responsibility .of her staff in all 

circumstances to deal with an emergency rather than get on their bikes 

and carry on coming into work, leaving someone else to de~l with it~ 

might not seem to her alll that obvious whaen she is + . ._ryl.ng to look 

after- forty psycho--geriatric patients with a student nurse and an 

auxiliary and no-ana else. I raise this point becauea although I think 

none of us would have any dot-tot abm.d:. the duty in the 

immed.:i:acy of an accident o~- emergency si tuaticn, even there a c;anflict 

can be found- because the needs of the others we might be caring for 



may this way get neglected. 

Se there is an already estdoli3hed duty to care. The question 

the~ has to be for whom7 How do w~ decide? How do we maKe those 

t:hoices? These are some of the most difficult choices that any of us 

h&s to face in our professional lives, ranging from the diff1culty of 

forcing someone unwillingly to stay al.tve~ to the demands bet~een 

hi-tech e~q::er.sive care and low-tech high level of staff care, to 

questions of keeping alive by e:-~treme intensive care very premature 

D bacies 1 to- in Britain rather than here but e:s~ntial t~ the argument

abortion for those diagnosad by amniocintesis or chorionic vilii 
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sampling to be desperately handicapped in one way or another. All 

these com;? into the debat2. For whos~ life takes precc:dence? 

Mine? Yours? The unborn child, or the old man who really wants tc die 

but we pump him full of antibiotic= so that he can't? 

Let ' s take that last cease first. Nursing ethics debates are full 

of examples about resuscitiation casas, and there are numerous 

~isciplinary cases brought against nurses becausa they fail to ca:tl 

out the crash team to resuscitate &, elderly patient~ Just two weeks 

ago (May 5th 1988) the British Medical A~sociatian's Ethical Commit:t.eSl' 

published new guidelines on this issue~ suggesting that whilst it 

would still undoubtedly be inconceivable willingly ar-d delibe~ately to 

bring about a patient's death~ nevertheless the wishes of the patient 

must be taken into account- ln ot~er words ~ if a patient makes it 

clear that he or she wants to die. they want no intervention any 

longer, they have had enough~ then the view apparently is that we 

should take them at their word and sim~ly keep them comfortable but 

not intervene any more. New l2t us tease that out a oit, becau~e ~t is 

very important. I work as rabbi of a synagogue. Part of my work is 

visiting the elderly. I act as next-of -kin to one of my most elderly 

synagogue members, a very cti·::;;t~nguished ctoctcw and leader of the 
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o hospice mov~ment. She is in an appallinmg state. After a stroke and 

v~r·iou:s episodes of heart failure~ she is incontinent, constantly 

[ subject to colas 2nd flu~ bronchitic 1 dribbling , partially confused~ 
anct1 ~nen not confused~ absolutely clear- that she has had enough and 

does net wish to live any longer. Leave me alone~ is her view. All her 

life until this last illness struck she was convinced that she wanted 

to commit s uicide if s he ever became helpless or confused. She was~ as 

a doctor~ always ~ppalled by the treatment we meet out to the very old 

want. to go through it. !n earlier years ~ s he believed, we would ei tner 

D deliberatel y or a c cidentally have let ·those people die~ Certainly :if 

they had not wanted to live little interven tion was possible t.o make 

them do so~ Now the BMA se~ms tc oe saying that the patient's wishes 

give a lethal injection to finish someo n e off. This may well be right, 

t~--;£m ~s people with the ability- to make autonomous decisions. Yet what 

:t f th.:: doc tor-~ or for that matter tne rn .. H'"Se,. decides that a particular 

0 
patient is not of great use to the communitr .. Wha t if that sens~ of 

r 8 s pec t for integrity and autonomy of indivi-dual patients gets 

hijacked by the economy lobby who see some people as serving no useful 

~H.H',.pose and the vie w comes about th.;:.t we s hould not inter vene unless a 

patient spec i f ically ~5ks us t.o do so? That would be a very different 

thing~ a sort of utilitarian a pproaach to people that those who do not 

con tribute s hot.J.ld not at.~t.omatic.ally be ~'ept alive although we have the 

ability to de so. And of'le could even argue that that is respecting the 

individual.~ for tile individual could still make- it c lear t.hat he or 

s he wante d to c a rry on living however·· awful t he circumstances of t.hat 

!if~ might seem to the heal thcan? profession<3.ls .. To my mind this is 

undoubtedly t .he start of a s1 ipp~2ry slope into allowing the death of 
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those who are seen as less tnar. us&ful . It ~s not euthanasia. Morally 

speaking, that might be better~ since it r:quires the very clear 

i~struction of tne individual concerned and the main objection lies in 

what jt forces the he:lth care profesEional to do. But a more gradual 

policy of non-intervention is in fact mer: aange~ous. Yet how do we 

decide? Can we resuscitate everybody? Should we? Are people being 

forced to live on pumped full of antibiotics •.r4ho shoulo not have to 

carry on \"iith daily indignities? Does it all have to be $0 

undignified? And are nurses b lamed unfairly for failing to call cut 

the crash team when one of their patients could,. ji.J.St pos::ioly, be 

resuscitated even if tnat was not what thev wanted? 

These are really some of the issues we face in mode~n health-care 

provisions in Europe. The y are not economic questions , 

within them. They are~ in fact~ mcral questions. They are questions 

about individual 

nurses" amd doctors· resconsibi!ity to seek the welfare of their 

patients when it is not always clear wha.t that welfare :.s. Wh.a.t then 

n are SOme of the ChOices we ha•v·e to make in planning OUr SEF"Vi.C2S? 

Let us then take the ethical questions in providing services for 

t.he e lderly. The firs t question must be that of ~esuscitationc Is it 

right to have crasr t~ams constantly available to resuscitate tne very 

e lderly even if they do not want it'? Most: of us would. I believe, hate 

to be resuscitated si~ce the sound of cracking ribs and the sight of 

blackening bruises is one we are all too familiar with. Yet if we have 

a crash taa~ available to dGal with the sudden heart at~acks cf tne 

0 
less old~ should we then not use them- they are, afte~ all, there ,-

with the verv old? Is the implication for planning that we should deal 

with- our younger~ acute cases who might need resuscitation in a 

different un~t from where we care for the elaerly- even if they have 
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come ~n with the same compla~nt- so that the question of resuscitation 

does not arise since there is no team availab le? And, if so, what is 

the age c ut-off point for this- seventy? (three-scora years and tpn) 

or e.l.ghty- or is it when the indl.vioual tells us tney do not want t:::; 

live? And is it possible to plan health servcices along tne line~ cf 

what individuals want .? You probably all knew the story of tne stude~~ 

nu:se o n night duty who called out the cra~h team when a patient went 

into another he~rt a~tack. The consultant quizzed her about it next 

day and saio that he could not underst~nd why she hac called out the 

team when the notas said very c1early:"NTBR" 

thou.ght that stood for not too bad ra.::.lly~ .• u Yet who decided in t.hat 

case that the un fortt.tna. te patient t.--J.as not to be r esuscitated The 

doctor, the nt...rse, or the unfortunatE patient? The doctor almost 

certain! y w~-ote the dreaded N73R ~ the nurse oec:ided to call out. the 

crash team- and, as for the unfo~tunate patient ••• Well1 it was just 

tough. Now it i s my cont.:=nt.1.on 'tha. t it .l.S perfe;ctly possJ.bl~ to 

provide healthcare services wher-~ th2 patient is given a Great dEal of 

The ea~~ of resuscit~tion is one of them, but there are 

various others. 

There will follow here several e;<amples of. autonomous decision 

making by patients, crucial to the design of proper health services. 

These will include the treatment of breas~ cancer~ ovarian cancer, 

decisions about che~~t~erapy and radiotherapy and material on pain 

control,. in hospitals and hospices. Ther2 will aiso be di::cuss:ion at 

this point of the moral choices available to the planners, and whether 

there is a nat.Liral c:::nflict bet~een the health econom.J.st:s and those 

who favour an ethi~al app~oach over these matters. There ~.1.!l also be 

a discussion of fac ili ties for·giving birth, and the ethical choices 

in tRe provision of maternity care. 

All these examples having been given, it .l.S quite clear that 
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the~e are moral and ethical choic es to be made ~n the prov~sion of 

service$~ and that tnese centre round the respe ct for autonomy area 

the benevolenc~ c oncept. But tnere is one ethical concept that 

I have not ment~oned ye~, wh1ch 1 believe to be more important to 

nurs~s t han all the othe rs. Obviuus i y we must have respect for 

individual integrity, obviously we must not ~nflict our values upon 

others ~ obvict..lsl y ;'le mus t seek our patients' walfa.r·e at a ll times. Our 

duty is, abov: all, to them~ But there i s another area. !t is the one 

that is a bit unfashionable amongst nurses at present, oe~ressed as 

they are by the terrible cuts in health s e rvices both in your country 

and mine, t . ... 't: .is in fac t the concept 
-. . ...... . 

OT compass~cn. ~ne whole duty to 

care requires enor mcus skills and proper prcfes~icnal training .. But 

also requires the s~ric t me~ning of campasE~on- the ab~lity to 

"suff~r- or a;t l east experiancs-- WITH" the po.t.l.er.t. That , more than 

a'1ything else, is the key tc pl~nning gcco services~ It is a~king 

onas~l f in the simplest terms : ''How ~Jculd ! 'feel if it wa s me and a J.l 

I was o -f fered was a sme::ll y psychgsriati ric ward?'' Or : "How would I 

l ik~ it i f a ll I got in the way o f pain control was morphine at 

four--ht.JLwl ·r intervals, se ! was high as a kite fo r an hour~ stable for 

an ho~.Jr ; a no in en~ t1""eme pain fo r two hours befor:::· I had any mere? What 

would it:: feel 1 ike? " T hcs2 are the quest..:..ons we r.eed to ask ourselves 

wher. we plan cur health servicss ~ thsoe and the related one: of how we 

would if it were one o f our family or close friend= who was 

having that p~ccedure or that And it 1.:-ads us, 

particularly, far more t han doctors~ inexorably to the c onclusion that 

ethically the choices may be bet ween who should live and who should 

die because of the avail abili ty of equipment, arid we can argue till 

the cows co~e home about availability of money for tnat. But the real 

ethi&al c hoices for us a ra e lsewhere. They are to do with how we treat 

our patien ts~ Whether t hey have dignity. Whether we accord them 
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~'olhet.her they are allowed to make the choices. Whether their 

c conditions. are degrading or dehumanising, as I would argue many prison 

hosj:itals arE: in my ccn.antry~ ar.d many psychogeriatiric: unit~ too .. i4nd 

tt:e choices there are not about whether the funds are available to 

im~Fove thinGs$ That debate needs to be held about the hi-tach stuff~ 

The deb.>ite is about whether we car. justif·;l morally to ourselves 

what are we 

0 
going to de about itn And the answer lies in a bi~ of compassion, a 

bit of feeling what it m:i.ght be like fer us or o!.!r oe:r ones. And 

lies in saying that, for the services to te below what is 

toler:.able to us in the provisior't of c::are and tendernes5 11 is not 

morally tolerable. The debate is not there about money. It is aboHt 
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THE CASE FOR LOW TECH HEALTH CARE 

Most societies maintain an image of a golden age which while usually set 

in the past, may be considered to b~:> attainable in the future if the 

appropriate polici~:>s and practices are adopted. Health is such a concept 

\vhich is conside.>red to be attainable no·.¥, the goal is for perfect health 

and happiness. This has flouri shed in many different forms throughout 

history. ;..,_ b ( 1) . h h . ,... k b 1 . ' . h uu· os · po~nts out t. at t .e anc~ent • ... ree s e :~.evea 1.n t e 

existence of happy ra~es vigorous and virtuous in inaccessible parts of 

the earth. The search for the ideal state of health and happiness still 

goes on. Dubos feels that as long as mankind is made up of independent 

individuals with free-w·ill this >viH not be attained . Men, he states, 

vdll develop new urges and this will give rise to nE-w problems which will 

require ever new solutions. Human life implies adventure and there is no 

adventure without sLruggles and dan~0~$. The World Health Organisation 

has set a target of 'Health for All' by the year 2000. If this is a. 

little idealistic it should ho•.vever be possibl e to obtain a reasonable 

level of health and a feeling of well- being and proper health care for 

all. In my view Primary Health Care is the key to the above. 

If we have a dangerous cliff do we station a fleet of ambulances at the 

foot rather than build a fence at the top. The costs of health care are 

escalating. Increased inputs do not appear to be matched by a 

corresponding increase in health. Maybe it is ti~e now to look at how the 

money is spent rathe>r than increasing the amount. At present in the 

resources stakes pride.> o£ place is.given to hospitals with high costs and 

commitment to technology. w~ile modern technology has much to commend it 

for example heart transplants have undoubtably impr.ove.d life for a small 
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number of people, but maybe the time has come to curb it. Hospitals are 

consuming ne-arly 70% of avaliable re-source-s and they get a high proportion 

of political media and pressure group attt?ntion. But surely more of our 

energy and resources should be directed towards the promotion of good 

health and prevention. Policy has been dominated by crisis intervention 

on curing or patching up after serious illness exists. The m .. rmber of 

patients t reated in hospitals rose almost 50% in the ten years from 

1973. (Z2 ) The World Health Organisation (Z) has pointed out the 

importance of helpi4g people to understand the short and long term 

benefits of.. primary health care and to realise that increased expenditure 

cannot always be equated l>Tith better health. Is it not time that the 

preventiv~ services were moved out of their subordinate position? 

Our concept of health continues to be based on t he medical approach which 

sees health as freedom from clinical disease . This approach identifies 

ill health rather than health. This tradition has developed in harmony 

with the development of science and tE>chnology and this has not been 

challenged. Even our measure of positive health is poor. We mainly look 

at morbidity and mortality statistic& to get information . The medical 

model shapes our priorities. This is why the ac~te services take most of 

the cake, the crumbs being shared out amongst the preventive services. 

The World Health Organisation embodies the social model of health which 

sees health as a positive state of well being. A health policy based on 

this concept would give priority to health promotion, employment and 

proper housing. 

In the comm.unity, members of the Primary l~ealth Care Team arE> responsib1.e 

for Health Promotion and Health Education. This group which includes 
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General Practitioners and Public Health Nurses, are professionals with a 

common purpose and responsibility, each member clearly understands his o~ 

~er own function and those of the other members, so that they all pool 

skill s aud knowledge to provide an effective Primary Health Care service. 

- ~ (4) The aims or the serv1ce are: 

1 . To promote health through education, support and the encouragement of 

self care. 

2. To prevent ill health by prophylaxis and the early detection of 

disease. 

3. The care, treatment and rehabilitation of those who are ac1.1tely and 

chronically ill. 

4 . The referral of patients to specialist services when necessary • 

.I'he Primary Health Care team are working to meet the cto.nging community 

health needs eg. the increase in the elderly population, lifestyle 

diseases such as heart disease and cancer, the increase in child abuse, 

Aids, also stresses due to t he increa::ing amount of social disintegration 

and the effect of limited resources. 

The Public Health Nurse as already stat~d is an important ~ember of the 

Priwary Health Care team and as the days of growth in the health service 

appear to be ovf!r one feels the Public Health nursing services role in 

health promotion is crucial, as it is this service that has unique access 

to the community. But in order to carry out this role effectively many 

issues have to be confronted. At present the demands of the acutely sick 

and those requiring fundamental nursing care must and always do take 

precedE>nce. This can be a major source of conflict as there is little 
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time for Health Promotion and Prevention. The survey of the Institute of 

Community Health Nursing ( 5) felt the Public Health nurses' skills \'Tere 

not being utilised. The average timt? devoted to organised health 

education being 0.3% of nursing time. The all-purpose Public Health 

Nurse ~ one feels, leads to less health promotion and health education. 

Also the question needs to be asked whether it is possible to acquire a. 

sufficient knmdedge base for one ·.vhole practice. There is the risk that 

the Public Health Nurse will become Jack of all trades and master of none. 

One feels that the General Practitioner and Public Health Nurse need to 

improve teamwork and communication in order to be core effective an~ while 

attacr~ent to general practitioners would have the potential to do this~ 

there is ample evidence from other countries where it has been tri~d that 

it is not without its difficulties. Cumberledge ( 6) talks of their 

sickness orientation and image as providers of sick not~s and the 

scribblers o£ repeat prescriptions. Also most General Practitioners are 

not related to geographical areas. 
(7) 

Macfarlane has pointed out tha t 

fift ·een General Practitioners were Cdr.ing for as few as fifty households 

in a tower block, the result was that many different nurses were calling. 

This prevents the nurse in the communi t y from r~taining an identifiable 

role as a health worker in a local area. Looking at the experience of 

Health Visitors in England she also considered that the concept of 

attachm~nt carries with it the idea that the nurse is surbordinate to the 

Hishes of the General Practitioner. It is this concept that could 

threaten primary prevention with increased amounts of secondary and 

tertiary prev~ntion at the expense of the former. Teamwork she feels is 

important, but will it become synonymous >d th fulfilling the General 

Practitioners wishes rather than each team member fulfilling an equal and 
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complimentary role. As stated before there are many issues to tackle for 

e-:.;ample the possibilit.y of introducing state registered nurses to cope 

with the increasing 1oad of curative work, also a 24 hour nursing service 

~ d . th •- ' . "" G 1 N ' ( 8) · ~ . P b- . as recommen'"e r>y .e ;<Joric.ng rarty on enera ursl.ng :u: tne u .ne 

H~alth Nurse is to provide a more effective and efficient nursing service 

in the community. 

It would be impossible to discuss all areas of practice. in the community 

but one would like to develop some areas in order to show the enormous 

potential for Health Promotion and Prevention. There are changing 

experiences of health ~hroughout a lifetime and many influences on health 

e.g. biological, social, personal and - i . 1 (23) h storl.ca • Through the 

lifespan there are life course transitions eg. childbirth, adolescense and 

retirement which can affect the health of those affected by change. 

Shakespeare talks about the seven ages of man. He states 

Also 

"Last scene of all 
That ends this strange eventful history 
Is second childishness mere oblivion 
Sans teeth, sans eyes} sans taste, sans everything" 

(W.S. Shakespeare, As You Like It) 

'"Do you know the worst of all vices 
It is being over 55" 

(Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev 1818-1883) 

Th(> world is growing old. Thanks to the progress of medical science, 

improvement in health care, nutrition and sanitation people are living to 

ripe old age . By the turn of the fourth decade of the 2000s a quarter or 

even a third of the population will be over 60. Now is the time to 
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en~ourage people in their forties and fifties to prepare for retirement, 

so that they can learn to be responsible for their health and bodies. In 

Ireland it is predicted in the period from 1981 - 2006 there will be a 20% 

increase in the number of elderly persons aged 75 and over. Again during 

the p~riod 1971-1981 there was a dramatic increase of 57% in the number of 

elderly persons living alone. It is worth remembering that only 5% of tP~ 

elderly in I r eland are accommodated in i nstitutions. At present Geriatric 

care is the cirlderel1a of t he health services, possibly due to their lower 

status in society and the fact that we can fail to see geriatrics fully as 

people. As people become old they require more not less recognition of 

themselves as human beings. 

Society (g) claims the elde~ly to be dependent and helpless but many old 

people are fit and active. In industralised countries 75% of the elderly 

live ~ctive independent lives. It is otten difficult to assess the health 

of the elderly and distinguish v:hat is normal ageing, also many elderly 

expect disability as a normal accompaniment of old age, so that problems 

are reported only when they cat:se signi :icant d·istress. It is probably 

best to estimate health in terms of functional abilities, whether or not 

tasks can be performed in order to plan for services. There is a major 

role for primary and secondary prevention with the elderly so that they 

can remain heal thy and by preventive screening programmes improve their 

health and reduce the necessity for crisis interve.ntion. Fair 1 y simple 

interventions can ~nhance the quality of their lives eg. chiropody 

services which will maintain mobility. 
(10) 

Hunt ' in his survey found that 

cutting toe nails causes difficulty.to most elderly people and it is this 

task that the highest number of people could not manage at all. He found 

that a third of the 75-79's could ~ot cut their toe nails, he estimated 
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this was two mill ion people in the tJ.!(, Some stresses which affect the 

elderly are identifiable and measurabl e eg. the increased risk of 

hypothermia and malnutrition and accidents. Changes in the social 

condition of the el derly can be a contributing factor eg. 

1. Housebound due to physi cal disability, eg. artritis; 

2. Hearing or visual impairment; 

3. Reduced income due to r eliance on pensions this may be more 

problematic i f in the lower socio economic groups; 

4 •. I solation - which can lead to depression; 

5. Ill fi tting dentures; 

6 . Poor housing which maybe damp and/or poorly lit . 

T~e Primary Health Care team would work together to reduce stresses. For 

example in the case of malnutrition: 

1. The Public Health Nurse would give advice and guidance on diet and 

help, with appl ying f or benefits . 

2. The General Practitioner would treat physical disability . 

3. The Occupational Therapist - to adapt kitchen. 

4 . The Dental service - improve dental care. 

5. The Home Help/Meals on t-lheels - f or cooked .meals. 

6 . Groups etc - to reduce isolation and loneli ness . 

Health Education with the elderly >.Jould aim to maximise the elderly 

1 f d h . f ''f h ( 4) pati ents contro over li e an to i ncrease .~ s sense o se~ wort • 

The Primary Health Care team also have an important role in supporting the 

carer s of the elderly. Cloke ( l l) has suggested that lack of support to 

carers i s linked with Granny bashing. Care in t he community often equals 
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care by the family; in practice care by the family means care by women. 

It is this type of care Y.T.ich is fundamental to maintain people in the 

community. Possibly it is this informal health care system which is the 

real Primary Health Care sector, dealing with the majority of health 

maintenance and nursing in the community. The statutory services are only 

dealing with the tip of the iceberg . This self sacrifice by women shoui~ 

not be ignored. , . h • (lZ) d. d 
~..~artn.g .t et aJ. 1scovere that relatives often 

struggle on with inadequate help from the services. 

The key worker in the preventive child health services is the Public 

Health Nurse. The Public Health Nurse is well placed for health promotion 

and health education due to her unique contact with the "well population" 

a~d the fact that they are visiting families in the absence of crisis . 

She is involved in the antenatal period, with the preschool chile and 

school child. In the antenatal period the aim would be to discourage 

smoking and the use of alcohol to reduce the risk of small for dates 

babies and fetal acholol syndrome. To encourage proper nutrition, promote 

breastfeeding and to encourage the use of the antenatal services. With 

the preschool child the aim would be to support the mother in the early 

months after childbirth as birth can be an experi~nce that can precipitate 

ill health eg. depression. Postnatal depression is almost unheard of in 

China, while there may be cultural differences as to what constitutes 

depression. 
. (14) Pillsoury feels it is due to the support offered to new 

mothers in the first weeks of the baby's life by family and society. In 

western Europe the mother can be more isolated especially with the breakup 

of the extended family and the movement of families to large housing 

estates. One's role is alsc to empower parents to achieve with their ow-n 

children, and develop parenting skills as parents are the first true 
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professionals. Also to give guidance on health and nutrition also 

language, social and cognitive development all of which may affect the 

health status and health affecting behaviour of the whole family which in 

turn will have cons~quences for adult life. 

Only one hundred and fifty years ago half of all deaths occurred before 

the age of five. The improvement in sanitation, housing, nutrition and 

immunisation programmes has caused this change. Today accidental injury 

a:nd poisoning cause most deaths between the ages of l and 15. There are 

many factors involved eg. biological a young ch:Ud may not be able to 

judge the speed of a car. Bt.lt there are also social class differences. 

Accidents involving burns and scalds are more commo11 in overcrowde>d 

condi t:ions an aspect of housing disadvantage shared by families in the 

1 · i T d (1 3) • . d. f t . ~ower soc~o econom c groups. ownsen ~n a maJor stu y o pover y ~n 

the UK found that 44% ot children aged 1 to 4 years living in families 

with a partly or unskilled parent have no safe place to play near their 

home. 

I 
The Public Health Nurse also has an important role to play in child 

protection as she is in the unique position t9 build on interpersonal 

relationships. It i s often the Public Health Nurse who is the first to 

identify issues which may become social problems. She has a key role in 

primary and secondary prevention which would aim to reduce the incidence 

and ideally eradicate child abuse. This would include antenatal education 

to prepare fer parenthood and health education in schools. The Public 

Health Nurse is in the position of· being able to identify possible risk 

factors and associated stresses that place a family at risk and by 

intervening to ?re vent the violence from happening. Prevention 
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could be less costly in the long term as it. would prevent later mental 

illness and social and sexual maladjustment which occurs as a result of 

child abuse. 

Mothers and children are an economically weak group as ~re geriatrics and 

the mentally handicapped. Those whose work is to a large extent with 

these groups have a corresponding low status. Nurses working in other 

areas eg. intensive care units have a higher status compared to nurses 

working in the community, yet the contribution of t.he community nursing 

services is enormous. 

A recent trend in Primary Health Care has been to involve the community in 

the planning and delivery of health care. Some people see this as a way 

of providing a safety net approach by strengthening informal networks and 

mobil iel4g volunteers. Others feel that to maAimise local part~~ipaticn 

is vi tal as there is an increasing dependence caused by professionals 

which can only be overcome by self organisation and mutual aid. Iva:n 

Illich (lo) believes that professionals have undermined the ability of 

individuals to live autoncmo~s independent lives and that they have 

contributed to the creation of a disabled s?ciety. The World Health 

Organisation defined Corr~unity Nursing not only as including family health 

nursing but as also being concerned with identifying the community's broad 

health needs and involving the community in projects which are related to 

health and welfare. A well informed, well motivated population promoting 

their owu health needs. 

The Declaration of the alma ata W.H.O. 1978 stated 

1. Health care should be related to the needs of the population. 
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2. Consumers should participate both individually and collectively in the 

planning and implementation of health care. 

3. The fullest use must be made of available resources. 

4. Primary Health Care is not an isolated approach but the most local 

(~) 
part of a comprehensive health system . -

This has been further developed by the World Health Organisation's 

"Targets for Health for All". (lS) The extent of client participation at 

·· the moment is minimal. Planning is carried out at national level with 

little public involvement. We have to move away from the top down 

(3) 
approach t:o encourage people to take action on their mm behalf. In 

order to change direction we will have to change our attitude to lay 

pec•ple and realise that many activities that have traditionally been seen 

as the role of the professional are capable of being carried out by lay 

people. This ,.;as reaffirmed by the alma ata declaration lvhich took the 

view that a lot of health care at Primary Care level could be provided by 

the layworkers. Public Health Nurses in Eastern Health Board have moved 

do"t-."n this road wi t h their involvement in the Early' · Childhood Development 

(17) 
Programme. ' This programme which is being monitored and evaluated 

aims to give power back to parents and sees them a s the experts with their 

O\m children. It involves not only professionals but also Community 

Mothers to visit first time parents and give them support in mainly 

disadvantaged areas. This low key preventive and developmental work has 

been shown to be highly effective. It is also positive discrimination in 

favour of disadvantaged areas. wnile it may not be able to make a great 

impact on social and economic factors it may help by increasing the self 

esteem of parents and parenting skills. The programme has also be snown 
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to reduce t.he hospitilisation of children (IS) and reduce abusing 

b~haviours in parents. 

Health is about economics education and social policy and there are mtiny 

inequalities in health. The key influences on health care are H~alth 

environment; housing, family, poverty, social class and occupation eg. 

1 . Health environment; a deprived inner city area will suffer from 

multiple deprivation eg. poor housing fewer job opportunities, limited 

education, inadequate health facilities. 

are usually higher . 

Crime and vandalism rates 

2. Housing: Poor housing can be associated \·dth overcrowding, dampness 

and lack privacy which leads to increased stress. This leads to an 

increase risk of dcute respiratory infection due to inadequate heating 

and crowded sleeping accommodation. There is also more risk of 

infectious diseases of childhood. Home accidents also increase due to 

bad lighting, wiring and inadequate play spac~ .• 

also be affected by the above stres~es. 

Mental health can 

3. Family: - The family and especially the women are important for 

maintaini ng family. health. It is in the family that many behaviours 

they may lead to ill health in the future may be learned. The family 

members can influence the use of health services. It is important to 

realise that there are many changes in family structure which may 

affect health eg. many families have been isolated from the support of 

the extended family by being moved out to large housing estates. The 

is also a large increase in the number of one parent families. 
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4. Poverty - Poverty is associated with social class and occupation. It 

is worth remembering that there are now 250,000 people out of work in 

this country. There are also bet\veE>n 3,000 and 5,000 homeless people. 

There is not enough information on the exact scale of poverty in this 

country. At present the economic and social research institute is 

' (19) preparing a major study on poverty . The BlacK Report has s~o~~ 

that there is a relationship between poverty and ill health. The 

report showed that babies of unskilled manual workE>rs are twice as 

likely to die within the first month of life compared t.o babies of 

parents who are in the professional classes. The poor are more likely 

to suffer from diseases of the respiratory system and poor nutrition 

due to low income. Also those who are in manual jobs have increased 

risks of accidents due to the hazards of this type of work. 

To improve the inequalities in health what is needed is 

1. An anti poverty strategy 

2. Positive DiscriRination Programmes. 

If we want to see the human body a:·. a machine tothose parts breakdown 

occcsionally then we can design and sell drug.s, equipment and premises. 

But maybe we need to look beyond this and view health and disease as due 

to material secu:-itv , diet, housing and education. 

All the major causes of death in Ireland are prE>ventable e.g. heart 

disease, strokE's, some cancers and accidents. For all of the above with 

the exception of a small minority of cancers even the most modern !'ligh 

technology medicine can offer only uncertain treatment and a tiny 

proportion of cures. Coronary heart diseases is the main cause of 
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prematur~ death in Irish adults accounting for about 30% of all deaths . 

Approximately l ,200 people die as a result of accidents each year in 

Ir€land. Fostering a climate in which Health Promotion and prevention can 

actually happen rather than just be talked about is not an easy task but 

if one is serious about health then it must be given a high priority. But 

also much more reliable evidence on the superior effectiveness of 

preventive measures must be collected as this is sadly lacking. In the 

meantime choices have to be made as money spent on surgery is not 

available for health promotion and prevention. It sho\lld be remembered 

that 90% of lung cancer is caused by smok:i>ng so the principle approach 

would be primary prevention. wnat are the prospects for prevention with 

heart disease. More· knowledge would be needed of the cause certainly this 

is incomplete. But there is considerable knowledge of risk factors some 

of which are not amenable to change but others are eg. Morris et 

~ c 20) . . h }, . - . ' 'h i . d h ;. a.!. nave snov.-n t. at p .. ys~Ca.L act~vity reauces t .. e r sk an ave s,.~-n 

that taking vigorous exercise in leisure time helps protect against 

coronary heart disease. Smoking has also shown a causal relationship so 

prevention would be the aim here. But one is realistic and known that 

social and economic and personality f:~ctcrs would also have to be taken 

into account and these may be less amenable to change. 

Health Education is not without its difficulties. The following factors 

(21" must be taken into account. •/ 

1. Is it an i ntrusion on personal liberty 

2. Linguistic problems: a) Ri sk Taking may sound good to a teenager; 

b) Social Class Factors. There is evidence that 

Social Class~s 4 and 5 respond less readily to health education. This 

may reflect the fact that to dat e most health education is based on 
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univ~rsal m~ssages which are orientat~d towards the middle class value 

system. 

3. There are psychological barriers to overcome. It is one thing to 

raise the level of anxiety but it can be a problem if it is raised too 

high. 

4. There is a lack of kn0\-7ledge and agreement amongst experts as to what 

advice must be given. 

5. The problem of victim blaming: Often the wider issues are not 

considered , a lot of health professionals v j,ew patients this way eg. 

the \<Toman who doE's not attend the ante natal clinic she is seen as 

unreliable and negligent but maybe clinics do not operate properly and 

this it; ~;hy they are net used. Again in the dtea of nutrition t~!.,.:re 

is individual choice but one should remember that with the technology 

of food procE>ssing it would be difficult to avoid sugar in one's diet 

even if one wanted to. Only 40% of sugar actually consumed is 

consumed as visible sugar. Also wholemeal bread is thought to be 

better but it is more expensive than white bread. The poor eat more 

bread in their diet, they eat more white bread because it is cheap. 

Access to shops and labelling also affect choices . 

6. Getting people to change their lifestyle is often cheaper than 

improving living conditions. 

Primary Prevention is not cheap if one includes expenditure on road 

safety, better housing and education but it has major advantages. T .. ...... 
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offers the onl y real hope o:t combating the major killer diseases of our 

time but it is not easy there are many barriers to overcome. For example 

in the case of smoking, legislation can be hard to enforce, fiscal 

measures are rarely electo-rally popular. Commercial governmental and 

popular interests may act as serious barriers to reform. In the case of 

the tobacco industry there is a powerful lobby, they spend $2,000 m:i.l~ion 

\vorldwide on advertis::i.ng, the govert~.ment needs the revenue, the tobacco 

industry also provides a lot of jobs. Also there are ·the major social 

inequalities in health between the different social groups; this is a 

much wider issue. Yes everyone should be responsible for onets health but 

the nature of that responsibility will indeed be affected by 

considerations of ~ducation, wealth and access to information. 

I£ Primary H~alth Care is to be relevant and work towards the goals set by 

the World Health Organisation for the year 2000 there must be a move 

towards considering the whole person's well being and in this the 

Community Nurse excels ( 6 ) {Cumberledge) and at present the Community 

Nurse is achieving far less than her potential. Scientific progress is 

good but we must also :realise that is wrong to have an excessive 

pre-occupation with the rare and unusual while.neglecting the ordinary. 

In the words of T.S. Elliot 

"Not for the good that it will do 
But that nothing will be left undor:e 
On the margin of the impossible."(23) 

I believe the existing medical model need not be perpetuated for eYer. 

The mechanistically-orientated disease eradicating highly technological 

society may not be the thing of the future. Primary Health Care is the 
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ce'1tre of the health services not a mere ancillary to the powerful and 

expensive hospital based services. The Primary Health Care team are 

important as they have the major responsibility for the nation's health. 

In saying this, one is not: calling for more resources but a switch in 

resources and more efficient use of present resources to provide and 

effective efficient humane health service. It is a paradox that political 

mileage and a feeling of pride and achievement are obtained from 

provisions of hospital beds when so many people do not wish to be in 

.them. ( 6 ) 

Brenda Molloy P.H.N. B.A. 
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n The quality of health care is a major issue in our society •. 

In this paper I am going lo l ook at and discuss the wider 

context i" which health core is given. The health problems 

of a society are in many respects o by - product of the 

general nature and quality of the life it offers its 

citizens. In particular the health consequenc~s of a 

caring and compassionate society, as con trasted with an 

uncaring and heartless one, are very different. It appears 

to me that heallh professionals should not regard the flow 

of cases for treatment into surgeries and hospitals as a 

datum. but rather view it as being in many important 

respects an outcome of the way our soc ie ty is runt and as 

something capable of considerable reduction if society was 

run in a better way. One must also give due emphasis to 

the responsibility of individuals to maintain their own 

good health by adopting a healthy life style. The pursuit 

of the human good in the broades t sense 6t which the 

fostering of good healt h is a vital component, is a moral 

issue wi th many dimensions. IL ls in this broad sense 

that I wish to speak of the moral issue s in the funding 

and deliYery of health care. 
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WORK AS THERAPY 

I think many perceptive doctors in general practice are 

well aware th at the ul timate cause of many of the symptoms 

presented to them for treatment is unemployment. Work, by 

the rhythm it gives to life , and the fostering of a sense 

o f sel f- worth. and self-achievement, is health maintaining 

and the rapeutic. Unemployment poses a difficult challenge 

to any one, no matter how well educ ated and diversified in 

interests, and it is particularly hard for people with 

limited capacity to create interes ts for themselves. It 

is not possible in this paper to embark on a lengthy 

discus s ion of how employment might be created. 1 would. 

however 1 like to share w1th you a view l have come to 

after much ·r e f lection on this mat t er. The biggest single 

obstacle to job creation is not lack of money or lack of 

re sourc es. It is an ideological v i ew he ld by the economic, 

political and public service establishment in this country 

about what constitutes worthwhile work. It can be summed 

~p in the proposition that only work which fully meets 

commercial criteria is good and worthwhile and shall be 

done. Meanwhile the commercial world is obsessed to a 

quite bizarre degree with trying to solve its problems or 

increase its profitability by reducing employment, and new 

technology offers conlinual bpportunities of doing just 

-2 -
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that. As of now, it looks as if commercial activities 

will employ only about half of the available labour force 

in the foreseeable future, and that the public service 

will employ only a further quarter, leaving 25% of the 

labour force faced with unemployment ~ or emigrat ion. When 

a dominant ideological position, containing many non

rationa l elements, leads remorselessly toward5 25% 

unemployment, it is time to question it and time to change 

it. 

On a wider and more rational vlew, there is a wide range 

of possible job creating activities which would cost the 

State either no mere or very little more than maintaining 

people in unemployment. These activities do not meet 

commercia l criteria but are not a waste of money. We 

need to bring together in synergy the large funds available 

for investment in this country and some ~f the £2,695 

million we spend on social ~elfarc and the £1.157 million 

we spend on health. I t is quilo remarkable that despite 

all the talk of cutb~c ks, expenditure an social welfare 

since 1984 has risen by £~92 million and on heallh by 

£138 millic~, making a combined lota! of £730 million. 

These figures dwarf and make look pathetic the amounts 

we sp~nd in the Economic S~rvices section of the current 

bud9et~ and in the I nfrastructure section . Taking into 

- 3-
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account also the sharp decline in the Cap ital Budget in 

recent years, it becomes very clear that we are spending 

more and more resources on health and social welfare and 

less and less on promoting, developing and stimulating 

economic deveiopment. 

Pe ople who work in the health field are as well placed 

as anyone to see the element of vicious c i rcle in all 

this. We need to assert that work is a necessary health

inducing occ~pation for most people, and that it cannot 

be judged solely on its commerciabil ity or lack of it. 

It is a human good in its own right which society must 

seek to provide for its citizens. It must also be said 

that after twelve years of high unemployment we have many 

walking wounded, who are now quite unable to cope with 

the pressures of the market place, and who need work 

organised on therapeutic lines to retore them to full 

effectiveness. I would encourage health professionals 

to raise their voices to point out the enormous human 

and health costs of leaving 25% of the labour force 

without a positive and constructive role to play in 

society. 

There is ample reAson for ~~es tioning whether the economic 

strategy which currently enjoys almost universal consensus 

- 4-
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will ever really work as far as job creation is concerned. 

The commercial sector is likely to continue to focus on 

reducing empl oy ment, and it is very dubious if more benig~ 

personal tax rates will really change the scene. To get 

employment growing we need to see again a dynamic Slate 

investmen t programme in labour intensive areas such as 

forestry, domes tic ene rgy sources, inner city renewal, 

road construction and main tenance~ and general environ

mental improvement. In these area s man y of the people 

whom the commer~ial s ector rejects could find useful 

employment. 

THE fAILURE TO SHAR( THE AVAILABLE WORK 

In Ireland we have a long term problem of the number of 

people available fo r work far exceeding the amount of 

work available. Work sharing and job sharing arrangements 

are a rational respons e to t his problem._. It is very 

striking that both in the p~ivate and public sectors 

there are determined efforts to move in precisely the 

op~osite direction i.e. to persuade. entice o~ coerce 

large numbers of people out of the labour market altog

ether and tc get the remainder to carry the additional 

burden of the wo rk they used to do, frequently without sny 

additional compe-sation. Ther ~ is a qr eat deal of add -

itional stress and frustration in many workplaces as a 

result of th ls. There will eventually be a suhstantial 
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health cost for all this in a rise in stress-induced illness. 

This, of cou~se~ is not taken into account in the ~alculations 

of savings to employers or the Exchequer. Health professionals 

may have some interesting things to say on this subject. 

It may be remarked in passing that some of the most striking 

examples of excessi ve ly long hours uf work are to be found 

in the medical profession it3elf. lhe long running saga of 

junior hospital doctors ho~rs is well known to your and man, 

senior consultants seem to rlDrk quite excessive hours. With 

the cream of the country's talent comi~g into medicine for 

many years past, one would think t~at there would be no difficult 

in having a good s~pply of young doctors able to undertake 

specialisation, so that senior consultants wo~lo net ha~e to 

work such excessive hours, and so that it would be possible 

to get an appointment in the public sector of medical care 

without undue delay . Over the years one notices that many 

eminent consultants experierace either bad health or death 

while still in their sixties, and one wonders is this not 

often the result of excessive patterns of work. I have the 

impression that there are various blockages to the develop

ment of young medical talent !nto specialisations and that 

these merit attention. 

One might add that the effect cf the health cuts is to put 

health professionals of all grades under additional pressures. 
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In many cases these pressures are so intense as to be 

quite unfair and unreasonable. This is particularly 

true of the group organls1ng this conference, the matrons 

of Irish hospitals, ~ho find themselves at the focal 

point of pressure where dec1s1ons taken on financial 

grounds by bureaucrats interface with a different set 

of decisions tnken on medical grounds by doctors. !here 

is a need to look critically at the pressures health cuts 

put on hospital personnel, and not take unfair advantage 

of thei1 generosity and d2dicatio~ to their work. 

fOOD AS MOR.'H I SSU£ 

I turn now to another ~atter of increasing moral significance 

regarding health care - the issue of having a properly r . .eo 

people. About a quarter of the people of the Republic of 

Ireland are poor, and in a very large number of cases the 

poverty is so severe that both the qual~ty end quantity of 

food intake is far below wh1t it should be. Those who live 

on the do.le are on such a tight budget that many normal 

needs e.g. buying a pair of sh~es, can only be afforded by 

cutting dawn on food. lt is increasingly scandalous that 

in a relatively wealthy ccuntry, which is part of a ¥ery 

wealthy European Economic Community, such a state of affairs 

should persist. There is, .Of course, a health consequence 

in a more frequent pattern of illness, both minor and ~ajor, 
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with resulting extra demands on the health service. 

While ideally the remedy for this is to raise everyoneis 

income so that they can buy more and better food, in 

present circ~mstanc e s this is not likely to happen . I 

think there is a strong case for a more determined effor t 

to use E.E.C. fooa stacks to raise standards of food intake 

among Lhe poor, and not just for a few winter months, but 

throug~out the year. In using E.E . C. stocks we are availing 

of money that has already been spent for one purpose. to 

guarantee farmer•s incomes, tu achieve another equally 

1mportant purpose, namely of seeing that ou~ people are 

well fed. It is necessary to raise a voice i0 protest about 

discussions of E.E.C. surplus food stocks by politicians 

and economists whi c h blandly assume thQt everyone in the 

£.£.C. is well fed . Jhere are three million poor in the 

United Kingdom and a further one million in the Republic 

of Ireland, making four m1llion in these twc countries alone. 

There is a large amount of ~nder nourishment among this very 

substa~tial grcup of people. I ~ould like to see the health 

lobDy and farm lobby in this country unite forces to speak 

out about this. to counteract the con5piracy of sile~ce 

among politicians and economists on the matter. lhe next 

time the Presidency of the E.E.C. comes round I would like 
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to see Ireland adopt as ~ maj or theme of its Presidency 

the promotion of measures t o dis tr ibute surp lus food 

tasis, to supplement soc1ul welfare sc nemes . 

also a place for food fur work scheme s in Ireland. for 

exa~;le!if one takes t~e case of a marr1ed pereon with 

children receiv ing a dole payment of about £1GD per week, 

and adds a Bubstantial food parcel valued st £60, o~e is 

above the level of a minimum w~ge. WP could get a lot 

of usefu l work done on the en vironmen t in this way. There 

is an extraordinary perversity in the £.f.C. preferring 

to sto re surp lus food at great cost , and eventually ta 

destroy it or virtua lly give it awny to the [adtern block 

countries, r ather. than disp os e of i t swiftly to its own 

need y citi z ens. Part of the difficulty is that the ~ore 

affluent Europeans, the Germans, French, Belgians a~d 

Outch, f ind it ha rd to conceiv e tha t there i s still s uch 

a severity of poverty in any £.£.C . country th at peop le 

regularly go short of focd; Irish and British politicians 

do not particu larl y wish to underline their own failures 

by imoressing the f ac t upo n them. ihe unpleasant f~ct is 

need of focdc Cn that occasicn we sho~ed that we could 

muster the orsanisation to dea l wi lh food distribution o" 
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a large scale. Anyone who deals regular l y with the poor 

knows t hat un de r nourishment is a persisten t problem. 

One of the n aJo; wsy s to reduce health costa and get a 

better quality of llfe for our people would be to mobilise 

E.£.C. su rpl us foo d stocks to hav e all our people, and not 

ju3t 75% of them, properly fed. 

TH£ CONTINUING PROBLEM OF UNHEAlTHY l IfESTYi£S 

The th i rd maj or way in which we could reduce the heal th 

care Du rden of society is by making more resolute progress 

in the promot ion of healthy lifest yles, and by a mor e 

determined countering of the forces that work in the 

opposite dir ec tion for reasons o f profit. Some progress 

certainly ha s been made. Nonetheless, it must be a matter 

for di s may that so many young peopl e st ill tak e up smoking 

in tne fdce of the well publicised health haza rds . The 

ci garet te manufacturers mus t be we ll pl eased with the 

success of their sponsorship programmes and other measures 

to as sociate me ndaciously cigarette smo king with sporting 

and other healthy activities. There is no reaso~ for the 

community at l arge to be pleased, s ince it will have to 

bear tha health costs of the casualties of this continuing 

addiction. 

There is enormous socia ~ pres su re in Ireland on people tn 
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drink too much and we have many casualties in alcoholism 

and other formo of bad health rel ated to drink. ll makes 

no sense fr ~m a p0 blic health v:e ~~ Jint tu cdd intensive 

TV ad~ertising campaigns to the ever present social pressure. 

As v~rious foreign companies try to gain a footbcld in the 

Irish market, this advertising pressure is intensifying 

all the time. If the State is serious about reducing 

excessive drink consumption and all its associated evi!s9 

we need a drastic restriction of the amount of TV advertis· 

ing of drink. Remember that it is equally valid to say 

that the State subsidises drink advertising through making 

the national television serv ice available for the purpose, 

as it is to sa y that drink adve!tising subsidises the 

national tel evis ion service. 

We continue to have a serious problem of underage drinking 

and of drunk en driving, both illegal activities, from 

both of which many casualt1cs present themselves for 

expensive treatment by our health nervice. 

Looking at the whole picture it would be fair to c o~c 1u~e 

that the commitment of our society to the promotion Jf 

moderation in alcohol consumption and termination of 

cig'are tte cGnsumption is far fro m whole-hearted, and that 
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the interests of the purveyors of these products still 

predomir.ate. In consequence our health costs are much 

higher than they need b~ with a m0re deter~i~~d poli cy. 

SCAP£GOATING ;HE OlD AND lH£ SICK 

In pr3vious sections of this paper I have discussed three 

major ~sys in which health costs could be reduced in the 

medium to long term if our society was run in a better 

and fairer way. It remains however that every society 

needs a good ~ealth service to cope with illness and old 

age, and that such a service is an expression of its basic 

humanity and compassion. 

n 

The present economic troubles of the country are mainly 

due to a vast collective impr udence that went on here 

between 1973 and 1982 in which a lar9e number of the 

working population were active or at least passive 

participants. The painful adj ustment that is necessary 

has to be borne main ly by them. Making health cuts beyond 

the point of sensible rationalisation could be a fern ~f 

scepeqoatinq the old and the sick rather than confr0~t 

i .. .. .... 

is much less clear what the contribut ion of the growing 
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wealthy class in our society to this process of adjustment 

has been to date. Now one can hear the beginnings of a 

well orchestrated campaign to persuade the public that the 

most urgent need the country has is to reduce taxation on 

the better-off section of society. In other words let us 

go down the road that Britain has gone down of making the 

rich richer and leaving the poor in their poverty. If the 

old and the sick have to suffer as health services are cut 

in order to make tax cuts possible, so be it, runs the 

unspoken but barely concealed argument • 

. I very much hope that Irish society will resist thi~ 

heartless and spur io~s argument, which has led to such a 

manifestly unfair and inequitable societ y in Britain. It 

has been well summarised in the saying that the poor need 

to be given less to make them work harder, while the rich 

need to be given more to make them work harder. The 

quality of health care in a society is one of the basic 

civilised values, as is the quality of education. These 

basic values should not be sacrifiped for spur i ous reasons 

motivated largely by selfishness and class interest. If 

we do get to the stage of being able to lighten the tax 

burden, I would argue that priority shou ld be given simply 

to raising the basic tax all.owance. Everyone benefits from 

this, but those on low incomes benefit proportionally more, 

and the poverty trap is·reduced or eliminated. It must 
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be said however, that if we are to maintain the basic 

civilised values o f a good heal th service, a good soc ial 

welfare service a nd a good education system, the scope 

for cutting inc ome ta x i s fai rl y modest. These services 

represent in pract ice humane and civilised va lues which 

are muc h more impor tant t han giving the already be t t er 

off more disposable income. 

ON NOT TRADING IN ILlUSIONS 

Regarding re form s in th e health service I t hi nk we need 

to be hon es t about what is going on and not dress up 

unpleasant r eali ties in high sound i ng n ames. fo r instance, 

returning psychi atr ic patien t s to community care s ounds 

very we ll 1 but if the re i s no adeq uate community care 

system and no fu ndi ng to make the necessar y appointments 

for one, what it means in prac tice is that me ntally 

disturbed people wander around the streets of Dublin by 

day, go i n to hos te ls at night, and keep ·other people 

awake the re all night. I have had s t rong complai nts made 

to me abou t this re cen tl y by someone who ha s expe r i e nced 

i t at fir s t hand. It wou ld seem reasonable to expect 

to see a new system in place before the old one is 

abolished but things don•t always seem to happen that way. 

CONClUSION 

In this paper I have sur veyed several area s where a better 

order ing of s oc iety could leud to a reduction in the volume 
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of health care needed, which would contribute to having 

a better health care system where it really is needed. 

1 have further argued that we should not go dawn the 

road Britain has gone down of giving undue priority to 

private wealth. I hope you will join with me in arguing 

the case for a good health service as an essential 

element of a humane and compassionate societyt and reject 

the spurious argument that it be run down in furtherance 

of a sectional interest seeking more private wealth. 
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The case tor public funding 

Mike Reddin, May 1988 

Some prefatory questions: 

How should we best finance health care when there is no consistent nor convenient fit between 
the resources of individuals, their health care needs and the costs of their resolution? Rich 
peopfe may be very heaithy and, when they are ill, have very cheap illnesses; poor people 
may suffer considerable ill health and have very expensive illnesses. But. there are many 
poSSible combinations of resources, conditions and the costs of their resolution. Perhaps no 
one system can meet them an, but if that system is diverse rather than monolithic, then 
there may be strength in its diversity. 

Any case for the way in which a service or good should best be financed cannot be resolved in 
a vacuum; there are no definitive values to which we can turn and few if any 'golden rules' to 
which we can usefully refer. My concern will be to identify the very different ways in 
which the several elements of your 'fundlng' question might be resolved. 

First, to what system(s) of health care provision will this public finance reiat(> - for whom 
will such care be provided and on what terms will it be offered to them? lf the answer is a 
public health care system then, what If anything is distinctive about such a system? ls it 
recognisably different from other forms of health care; does it differ, in form or quality or 
degree from other non-public forms? Then, what characterises public finance and 
distinguishes it from any other way of paying for things? Indeed, is it distinctive and can it 
appear In more than one form? Finally, as a relevant but distinct issue, Is there a distinctively 
public way of conducting transactions between those who provide and those who seek health 
care? 

In brief I want to seek out the distinctively public characteristics of finance, forms and 
delivery systems, before appraising the merits of a such an approach to their !i1'i3nce. I shall 
argue that the case for any financial base must recognise the many possible relationships 
between forms of finance and particular services and that they ca!l be legitimated on very 
varied terms. No preordained criteria give us a definitive case for public finance. 

Any appraisal of the merits of one form of finance or provision must necessarily be relative 
rather than absolute - I.e. it must tell us why we approve something in contrast to something 
else; a case for public finance has to be made in contrast to alternatives. Further, the 
'appropriateness' of a form of finance for ~aalth care will need to be judged against the 
background of its compatibility with other financial systems prevalent in that society. There 
may be 'over-riding principles' to which it should adhere or which it should seek to avoid. J 
cannot imagine a health care system, financed. for example, by contributory social insurance 
where the rate of contribution is fixed without reference to the national Exchequer and the 
composite tax rate in that society. I think it unlikely that any 'case' for health care finance 
can stand in isolation. 

The nature of public agencies: 

lt isn't always easy to distinguish the public from the non-public or not-quite-so public agency. 
The problem of definition is similar to that faced by people trying to put 'country of origin' 
labels on consumer goods. In London recently l bought a battery powered wall clock. Its face 
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proudly proclaimed that it was made in Ireland, whilst the small quartz mechanism behind the 
hands proclaimed Itself German, and the plastic mounting was Italian; the batteries turned out 
to be Dutch. Despite this international collaboration I'm sad to report that the second hand fail 
off soon after purchase (it did not proclaim its nationality as it feU} and it has now ceased to 
function entirety. Who shall I blame? Again, consider the problem for analysts of 
international trade, say. in the motor industry. When the car you buy has an engine assembled 
in Spain, a clutch In Belgium, its electronics from Tokyo and its tx>dy from Coventry, whose 
car is it - nationally speaking? 

In similar ways, 'public agencies' has become increasingly elusive. Yet arguments about 
their respective merits wax lyrical. We will need, if we are to debate about the respective 
merits of public or private finance, or public as opposed to private modes of organisation, to 
distinguish the nature of these public agencies and not least, distinguish public from private 
finance. 

So. the concept of 'publlc' is not fixed in stone and is in practice constantly being redefined. 
Thus, the case for anything being declared ·appropriate for public finance' (or as public as 
opposed to private territory) is likely to change. Societies embark on recurrent exercises in 
defining and redefining the bounds of such public territory, changing their collective minds 
about the legitimacy of social action and the use of public agents to pursue suet~ action. 

However, whether in the context of finance or prov!sion there is no self-evident form which 
we can say is public. lt was never true in the past nor is it true today that public agencies 
iiecessarily have common characteristics beyond their 'ownership._ For instance. public 
agencies have not a!l been financed in the same ways. Some meet all of their costs from 
taxes {of varying kinds. falling on various groups) whilst others are funded from borrowing 
(from a variety of lenders). Others are financed by local or national lotteries, or Insurance 
premiums - some risk-rated, some socially moderated, whilst others are financed from 
charges levied on their customers, perhaps according to their means or at a flat-rate, or 
related to costs incurred. People who work for these public agencies are not all paid in the 
same way (e.g. by salary}. Some are paid on a fee~for-service basis, others on 

·consultancies, others as part-time and occasional workers, whilst others are on fixed term 
contracts. Nor. do public agencies have a consistent and peculiar relationship with their 
ctients. Some are involuntary clients whilst others come voluntarily; some approach the 
agency in hostility others with affection. Some come to make use of the agency whilst others 
are used by the agency in pursuit of its own goals. Thus. all of the 'home truths' about· the 
public agency and public finance are debatable. The 'public' form is not wholly distinctive, and 
what passes for public in one setting is not public in another. 

Public and private behaviour: 

However. much of the public vs. private debate rests on assumptions about the nature and t'1e 
behaviour of public as opposed to private agencies. tt is assumed that they are easily 
distinguished. Let me offer some caricatures. 

The public agency is gargantuan; it is over-staffed; it is 'bureaucratic', it is slow to respond, 
insensitive to consumer demand. obsessed with the Interests of its providers. 1t is inefficient 
in its use of resources. and is not innovative. Us facilities are tacky; it lacks soft lighting or 
plants in the foyer. and colour television at the bed side. Us staff are low-paid compared to 
their private peers - except for senior management who are thick on the ground, over-paid and 
under-worked. Of course we know the latter wen. Many of them wiH be at this conference 
today, by definition, not working. 
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In contrast, their private counterparts have been up since dawn putting in a fun days knife· 
work in return for their competitively derived fees. Fighting their way through the BMWs in 
the clinic car park they leap enthusiastically to provide demand-based care with zeal. The 
private patient smiles - through soft lighting and muslin over the camera lens • couched in the 
designer-interior of a room combining the qualities of a florists shop and a high tee eiectronics 
exhibit. Their mindful carers (alf trained In the public sector) have all been reprogrammed 
through the local charm school. For reasons unspecified these staff exude confidence in their 
well-groomed overseers. On these wards nobody is enuretic and everybody is grateful. 

If I have crudely and rudely caricatured the public and private worlds, it is because such 
crudities inform the debate upon which we have entered. Such blunt characterisations are 
rarely realised in practise but they certainly form part of the political and ideological 
shorthand which we use to describe the world in which we live. 

Forms of pu: lie provision 

My brief is to concentrate on public finance but l must first say a little more about the 
t:fiversity of ptJbH~ forms. A 'public health care system' is not synonymous with a universal 
nor a comprehensive system of health care. Pubiic provision may com;>rise no more than a 
set of services confined to those unable to acquire private insurance or who have been unable 
to finance health care from their own income or savings. 

Alternatively, public care might be confined to those who were involuntarily ill. To b~ 
classified as the involuntary victim of illness means that you had done nothing to provoke 
your condition • a tricky concept in this day and age of expanding information. Members of 
the involuntary class wil! have done nothing 'provocative' - like drinking to excess, faitlng to 
exercise, smoking with too much enthusiasm, or falling to jog before their high-fibre 
breakfasts. They will not have worn the full colours of the Orange Order, on Stephen's Green 
on St Patrick's Day - or, heaven help us, berated an Irish Matron in full regalia! 

In ether words we could have public services, but ones which were very selective in me 
allocation of their care. They might be very positively selective, meeting the needs of none 
but male business executives, or women at risk from cervical cancer. AU could be put:ic: 
they would not inevitably cover all, nor serve all. So, !et me briefly extend this disc~ssion 
of 'public models' into a rough classification of some possible forms. 

Public forms: 

a) the residual service • a public service, available only to the poor and/or those unable to 
obtain privately purchased health insurance. 

b) the sectoral service - a service, publicly financed, restricted to particular sectors of 
care, such as pharmaceutical or hospital services. 

c) the sectional service - confined to particular categories of the population, e.g. the elderly. 
rural communities, or the chronically sick. 

d) the time-restricted service • one available perhaps to all, but for a predetermined time 
period, e.g. the first six weeks of illness oniy, or, for up to three visits to a practitioner a 
year. 

e} the 'fall-back' service - which only comes into operation if as and when another system 
fails to function within a specified period • e.g. if there is no response from the private 



system within six weeks then the public system is operative. {Some private insurance 
schemes currently operate on this basis in relation to public health care}. 

f) the universal service • available to all regardless of means but which might restrict itself 
n (to certain services) and might even charge for some or all of its services. 

n 

g) the comprehensive service ~ can offer a system of total care but might restrict its 
availability to only a segment of the population. 

h) the universal/ comprehensive service • this may be the form to which the casual observer 
is referring when talking about a public health care system. At best it wm offer a total 
service to all corners; there will be no restrictions on the quantity or quafity of care for any 
condition, and no pre~conditions to its receipt. 

Forms of public engagement: 

As I have shown public involvement can operate at many levets but it can also be effected in 
many different ways. In the classic model governments raise revenue, purchase resources 
and skills and deliver a health service; the public service publicly financed. But, there are 
many other ways within and through which public engagement can arise. The following are 
some examples, all of which contain a public element ~ legislative, advisory or reguiatocy. 

i) the public mandate - government could require its citizens to commit a specified amount 
of their income (say, 5%) to health insurers. lt could impose the obligation on employers on 
behalf of their employees. lt could dictate the terms on which private insurers could operate, 
insisting that insurance premiums were related to the means of citizens, and not risk-related 
according to their age, sex or health status record. All of this would, in my view, count as 
public health policies. Their medium would be current health care providers, who could well be 
predominantly private (although there might be public ones amongst them). A public mandate 
would .take the form of a legislative, statutory requirement; it would involve IlQ. public spending 
or. health care. 

ii) the public request - this might involve a 'voluntary' arrangement whereby the state doe£ 
no more than offer a competitive tender in the insurance market place. Government commands 
the idea of insurance to its citizens, and may in turn make some· choices within this market 
place more attractive (e.g. tax-effective}than others. Alternatively government may simply 
commend a particular mode of behaviour to its citizens; this may Involve promoting the merits 
of insurance per se, or of a particular form of such insurance (shaped around life-insurance, or 
finked to sustained work tor on employer). 

The nature and forms of public finance 

Public expenditure describes any spending undertak~n by a public agency. This can mean 
government per se. paying out cash benefits, investing in hospitals, building roads, paying the 
salaries of civil servants, social workers. nurses. teachers, the Guardai. Or. it might 
incorporate the capital and current spending of public enterprises • like gas or electricity 
industries (I believe that you still retain some of these in public ownership in Eire, witiout too 
great a sense of social stigma). 

Public revenue describes any publicly levied system of revenue raising usually operated 
through public agencies, but with the emphasis on the fact that such revenues are raised, 
typically with compulsion and by governments (local or national}. Such revenues may come 
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from one or some combination of three main sources, namely taxes, borrowing and charges for 
services rendered (charges which might be made for the supply of electricity or the delivery 
of health care). 

Public finance is the product of this revenue raising and its expression via public expenditure. 
Thus, the concept of 'public finance' covers a multitude of sins. Public finance means no more 
than that government Is the agency that effects the purchase of goods or services. The precise 
source, from which government derives its public funds, (and the means by which it will effect 
its public purchases} is not implicit in the concept. Indeed, we can juggle with these sources 
and outlets in ways which can make our public programmes more or less redistributive in 
income terms, or to more equitably distribute the realities of health care and its availability. 
Any one of the varied sources of public finance which are described in this section can be used 
in conjunction with any form of pubilc delivery. 

PubUc Sources: 

~We can imagine a health care system where the source of public revenue Is any one or more of 
the following:-

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
future 
f) 
g) 

a national Income tax 
a tax on corporate profits 
taxes on consumer spending ln general 
taxes on specific consumer spending, e.g. cigarettes or Guiness 
public borrowing {borrowed from the prosperous, but who will have to be repaid from 

taxes levied on us all) 
a tax on families with more than four children 
a national lottery - sales restricted to the unemployed. 

Thus, public finance may derive from tax revenues, levied by central or local government 
agencies, using very different kinds of taxes, or from borrowing, with such borrowing being 
made from many different kinds of individuals or institutions on a voluntary or compulsory 
basis. Or, the revenues may derive from charges for services which the public authority 
sells to the community, including the possibility of a public system financed exch.:sively from 
charges for the use of that service. Health care could be paid for exclusively from charges 
levied (in various ways} on the users of that public health care. In the short term it is 
possible that the public programma might be financed from savings made elsewhere within the 
public budget, as from income generated by the sale of existing public assets. 

In brief, just in what form and from whom government wiU obtain the money to effect its 
public purchases is an open question - I have. simply itemised some of the possibilities. 
Certainly, the fact of public spending per se givas us no clue as to the origins of the revenues 
which finance it, any more than the fact that a i1aalth care system is designated as public tell 
us precisely whom it serves or who pays for the priVilege. 

D~stlnctlons between public and private finances: 

How do you tell the difference between public and private finances? At the end of this 
conference, one of whose assumptions has been that we can debate the respective merits of 
public or private financial strategies. I wani to confuse the issue by reminding you of how 
indistinct such differences may be. 
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I have argued that public spending can take many forms, has many points of origin and can be 
applied in a wide variety of ways. For instance, there is 'pubiicty-mandated private 
spending' in which case the Individual commits a personal act of expenditure but by public 
command. Equally. some people are obliged, as part of thsir employment contract, to be 
members of a (private} insurance scheme - to which their employer may also contribute. 
Such schemes can be as 'mandatory' as th<?se of any statutorily Imposed system. Should they 
be classified as private, even though they are not voluntarlly determined by the individual? 
In another form the individual emp!cyee may ba statutorily required to contribute to a scheme 
which is administered by their emptoyer. In brief. it wilt often be hard to ai·stinguish the 
publicly mandated scheme from one which is wholly pubiic (i.e. publicly financed and publicly 
administered) and another which is wholly private in the sense that it is financed by individual 
(voluntary) contributions, delivered via a private agency, but which offers benefits on terms 
dictated by government. 

Thus, the lrish government couid coilsct 1 0% of your personal income and commit it to a 
national health service. !t would explicitly engage in public revenue raising, its 
administration and expenditure in the delivery of health care services. lt could equally pass a 
taw requiring all of you to commit 1 0% of your earnings, not to the tax authority but to VHI 
or to some commercial health· care agency, obliging the recipient of the insurance premiums 
to deUver a stated level of care and service to all subscribers. Such a law would generate no 
public revenues, no pubtic administration and no public expenditure. I ask, simply. would life 
be so different? Would health care be so different? Or. to put \he question another way, if 
there is littie apparent differer..ce why are we so frightened of public finance? 

Models of health finance: 

In summary of this section let me offer a further brief cataiogue of these financial models .. 

Pubi!Q t:ev£iDUetpubl!c expendjturetpublic provision ; the cfassk< model: 

GOvernment raises revenues (from many possible sources): it spends money on the purchase 
of health care facllitiesand their staffing and support; it can do this for atl citizens or just for 
some, just as it can offer comprehensive services or just a few. 

Eublic reyenuelpublic expendlturetprivat.e.J2r<lvisiQn; 
1 

Government raises the revenue, distributes it to private citizens, who use it to finance the 
purchase of health care from private sector providers; they may do so in a very regulated 
health cara market or in an open market, but perhaps with Hmlts to the amount ot their public 
recompense. 

PriVate revenue/private purchase/public ~mpensation; 

Individuals purchase health care In the open market; they subsequently turn to government to 
help them meet these costs,either via an insurance scheme or on the grounds that they cannot 
afford these services. and are recompensed according to their outgoings and/or their income 
needs. 

Private purcbases of public seodces: 

Publicly funded agencies offer services in the market place (perhaps on a fee~for-service 
basis or via private insurance programmes (which rr.tight be publicly guaranteed). 



Put;Hc reguJatjon: 

Public agencies may simpiy supervls~ or reguiata the private medical markst. They may 
regulate prices and practises. determining 1he price of the medical services or, via pubiic 
health insurance, agreeing the price at which particuiar services will be remunera{sd. 
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There are many variants~ and many combinations of these variants • with ways of finar.c!ng 
benefits. ways of delivering them af'.d via various agencies and providers, on an unlimited 
range of terms. All that i nave hoped to descdbe is something of that range. the opticns 
which are still alive and we!!, and amongst which you can make your chok:es. But J want to 
conclude by looking In a little more detail at the ways in which public spending can he 
expressed, because it is through these spending mechanisms that we can profoundly influence 
the behaviour of both health care providers and health care agencies. 

The process of public spending 

The term pubiic spending simply tans us that i~ ~s a public agency who signs tha cheque. The 
expression of public expenditure can however take severai forms.· Public purchases may ha 
direct, invoiving cash !up front' transactions, buying pmducts in the market ptace at their 
gclr..g rate. Govamment, as a potential bulk purchaser may be weil·placad in st.:ch a IT'.Zr'l{et, 
able to get good rates of d1scount and th!s could be a rationale in its own fi.~ht foi pubiie 
(aiias, bulk) purchase in some c.ases. Elsewhere government may be using its ~~wer as 
purchaser to elicit competitive tendering from several suppliers. 1t sutH~omracts tasks to 
tnose offering the most attractive terms. expressed by way of price, quality. reliabnity, or 
accountability. Aitemativeiy, public spending may be no more than th~ agrearr.-ent or ~ pubiic 
agency to meet (retmspectlvely} the oms of private individuals who, ha-ving bough! health 
care in the market piacet now find themselves unabte to meat the fuli cost They present 
their bills to government, who, on agreed terms. meet them wholiy or in parr, perhaps in 
relatiQn to the means of the purchaser. Again, public spending could involve the employment 
(by public agencies} of profsssionrus, on sa!ary. to deliver health care to citizens. They are 
all, in one way or another, public; aU have some public dimension. 

Likewise, public finance and public revenue raising mean that there is an optlon to exert some 
measure of control, something which can tx~ done very specifically or discreel!y. Revenue 
sources can be generally health-related {e.g. to unhealthy bahaviour) and the subsequent 
receipts applied to health care provision, or can be very specific, with tobacco tax revenues 
being applied to preventive anti·smoking csmpaigns or to the care of lung-car.-cer vtcHms. !¥ 
individuals are paying personal premiums for health care then such prsmrums can oo 
diminished in reiation to demonstrably healthy behaviour or increased. as for the accident 
prone motorist, for those who have been m and claimed benefit. 

Ukewisar. tha ways in which we remunerate ~he providers of caie, the suPJ,.."'fiers, whi~"l may 
also be relevant to decisions on the mcst appropriate means of finanoo. The pub!ic ag~Sncy as 
purchaser, especially if it is in a near m-onopo!y situation, can determine the ways in whlch 
suppiiers are paid and the terms of thetr payment If the piper can eaU the tuna, then a piper of 
such size and stature as the pub~ic agency csn play a major part ln determining what !s to be 
delivered. 1t can offer incentives for the quantity and the quality of care or can agree to pay 
for some activities and net for others, for some procedures and not for others. The private 
sector Is wall used to th!s arrangement 1t has long ~een used to defining what is aeceptabte and 
appropriate as health care. and wm only remunerate providers where 1hey deiiver such 
acceptable and appropriate sarvl:cas. Services outside 'the schedule' are anathema. in the 
public sector we can and do pay our providers by way of salaries, capitatiOn fees {at one fsve{ 
for at! or weighted by category), fees-for service. skill incantlves, and location iF.ce.ntwas; we 
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use these as alternativesbut most often in combination. Again, it has to be said that all 
statements about acceptability are relative; the merits of ona or another form of finance must 
be discussed in comparison to other systems. 1 will now try to summarise and extend these 
several points. 

linking revenue and expenditure objectives 

Public finance and public revenue raising mean that there is an option to exert some measure 
of control, something which can be done very specifically or discreetly. Revenue sources 
can be generally health-related {e.g. to unhealthy behaviour} and the subsequent receipts 
applied to health care provision, or can be very specific, with tobacco tax revenues being 
applied to preventive anti-smoking campaigns or to the care of lung-cancer victims. lf 
individual!) are paying personas premiums for health care then such premiums can be 
diminished in relation to demonstrably healthy behaviour or increased, as for the accident 
pione motorist, for those who have been ill and claimed benefit. 

Conclusions 

You have asked about the validity of 'public finance' but I have argued at some length that "it 
depands what you mean- and for whom you mean it". I have been concerned to show you the 
diversity and the range which public finance permits: it is no strait-jacket. 

My conclusions are these 

There is a strong case for the collective finance of health care if. that health care is aimed at 
'air citizens or is aimed at wide-ranging conditions. Sometimes the case may be 'condition 
specific' (if the condition is widely experienced) or might only be made if the condition is such 
that it is hard to lay the blame for that experience at the door of an individuaL There are 
many diswelfares where it is hard to identify just who is to blame; in the absence of a 
conspicuous causal agent we lay their costs on the public doorstep. In doing so, 
coincidentallyt we create a public incentive to prevent their recurrence. (The public interest 
in safety bett legislation was encouraged because the costs of road tracffic accidents was an 
existing public liability). 

What makes particularly good sense Is the collective pooling of resources to finance the 
unpredictable and indeterminate. Further, since the point of time at which such expenditure 
may be required is hard to anticipate it would be as well to insure against such eventualities. 
Insurance cover will at its best will offer cover from day one. In health care we cannot 
anticipate (individually) just when needs wili aris~. . and cannot rely on our capacity to build 
up reserves against an early liability. In this sen~e the case or need for total cover even 
before I am of an age to decide about such things differs from the case for compulsory 
insurance for old age. (lt will always be someone other than children themselves, who has 
to meet the costs of child health care}. 

There ara also arguments about the 'public good' aspects of health and health care. These 
insist that we recognise that my health may benefit you and vice versa, and that our Illnesses 
certainly affect one another. Therefore, it seems reasonable to seek your contribution to my 
health • and mine to yours; we can quite reasonably impose some mutual obligations on one 
another if we recognise these truths. · 

So, what do these generalities about public finance have to offer to us if we are interested in 
the future of health care or in legitimating what we have been doing to date? They should 
remind us of options available, of which options in health care finance maximise the likelihood 
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of providing good quality care to these who need it Such ~'1oices wm enab!s. encourage (or 
not discourage) the providers of care in making clinically sound choices. They should offer 
the prospec! of susta!ned and predictable funding for the future. 

Planning, direction and contro~: 

The distinctive quatity of public activity is that it can be directed along lines collectively 
agreed. This is not to say that planning or direction are unknown in the private domain (far 
from it) but rather that the criteria for such public p!ann!ng do not have to foUow the 
constraints of profitability and demand. Thus the pub!ie agency enjoys a greater rather than 
a lesser tree-jom. Centrat to this argument ~s the assumption that the need for hea!!h care is 
not equivalent to the demand for such care, and that a sane society wm b~ seeking to make 
provision on grounds of need ~ however elusive - and wi!l not oo a slave to demand alone. 
Anybody with a pocket calculator and a keen sense of the col<~.1r of money can provid~ 
services which meet the demands of the prosperous: it requires a more subtle and more 
mora! soul to deal with the health care needs of a wider society. 

lt is those \k'ho find need most probiematic who may turn to the market place as an alternative 
to the moral agonising of the public agency. But such alternatives are simply moral escape 
routes. To determine the need for renal dialysis. to determ;ne how much of your resources 
should be committed to such provision. and not least. with what urgsncy and in contrast to 
what ever other demands you face. ~~ very very difficult Even when you have agreed on the 
amount of provision, you wm still facs decisions at least in the short~term, as to who shall 
have priority of access to such treatment; tr.ose with young families. those with excUing 
career prospects, or the sad. the socially isolated. or those with the best chance of 
benefitting from the treatment ~ who may exhibit none of the 'worthy' crtterta already 
mentioned. But these morai dilemmas have to be resoived, not sicmstepped. The private 
insurer wili not take dialysis on board, especially if a condition has afready been diagnosed. 
Yet without this insurance we ara left with tha plight of Individuals, with or without families 
and friends and with unpredictable incomes. unabte to purchase care. 

·Yet the need for dialysis is not an extreme case, designed to tug at your heartstrings. lt 
iUus!ratss elements of all health care needs and dilemmas w-hich are present whether m the 
treatment of on 'ordinary' headache (actually. a very elusive phenomenon) or for major . 
traumatic injury. Health needs arise unpredictably. at any stage of !Ha and !ast for 
indeterminate periods; their frequency. duratiOn and ~nsequsnces - range rrom the 
marginally inconvenient to the catastrophic, for the sick person and for faml!y or friends. 
You local private health insurer win not onfy be interested in covering ycu against the 
predictable, tha probable or the determinate. The support and co·1er that you need can on!J 
be derived from systems which are a):tensive, which wm not be reliant on your past 
contribution record and within which you wii! indeed have to re!y on others to support you in 
your time of need. These systems wiil never be 'free' and they will not be easy to manage or 
control effectively and equitably. But they do extend your opUcns. Pubtic finance, ln its 
many forms. ls not a sufficient condition foi equitable health care but it is a necessary 
precondition of any such pursuit. 
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